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Introduction

We are very proud to present our 20th Annual Report.
Twenty years ago, we believed we could make the world a
better place, yet the need for our charitable and humanitarian
work to assist those living in poverty, homelessness has never
been greater and we intend to use our global remit to make a
bigger difference in the next ten years.
In 2014-15, we provided assistance in some form or other to
870 families and individuals from refugee, migrant and black &
minority ethnic communities. Our casework and humanitarian
assistance directly informs our campaigns, training and social
policy work. As a frontline charity working with some of the
poorest and most marginalised people in society, all our
staff members and volunteers meet face to face with those
in need of support. Some of our board members, workers
and volunteers have been in similar circumstances at some
point in their own lives. It is this immediate knowledge and
experience that sets Positive Action in Housing apart. We are
uniquely aware of the external factors that shape our service
users’ lives.
The problems of rent arrears, debt, and fuel and food poverty
have continued to present themselves to our charity. Our staff
members have worked tirelessly to raise literally hundreds of
thousands of pounds in benefit entitlements for our service
users. Our food bank continues to distribute food packs
regularly to 112 families each month. We see this as a
growing part of our work to help the most vulnerable. Next
year we hope that we will have funding in place for the food
bank. There is an argument that food banks don’t resolve
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the problem of poverty and lets the government off the hook.
That may be true. However, we are still presented with service
users who have families with children and pregnant women
who ask for help with fresh fruit and vegetables and pulses in
order to feed themselves. We feel we must assist until such
a time that there is no need and we do this with the help of
Feed Glasgow, and the Muslim and Jewish communities.
We tend to assume we all have housing rights, the right to
work and state support if we need it. Not if you’re an “asylum
seeker”. You have no housing rights whatsoever. You have
no right to work; you get a lower amount of state support or
else nothing at all. If you’re lucky you get handed a benefits
payment card. There are laws to protect UK citizens from
landlords who attempt to illegally evict them. If you’re seeking
asylum in this country and finding it hard to get evidence out
of a country like Syria or Palestine, you can very easily find
yourself literally put out the door without a sheriff’s notice.
This is what happened to Hosny, a 32 year old young man
from Syria. After visiting our office one morning to inform us
that he was worried about the Home Office sub contracted
private landlord, Orchard Shipman, putting him out that day,
he says he returned to find two burly men putting his clothes,
belongings and photographs of his parents and family into bin
bags outside the door like they were rubbish. This was nothing
unusual to hear. If you are seeking refuge in the UK you do
not have basic housing rights to a legal eviction procedure.
Hosny tried to prevent them changing the locks, pushed back
against the door and called our caseworker on his mobile,
saying, “What do I do, I have nowhere to go”. But luckily, we
were able to tell him to walk away and find him somewhere
with one of our volunteers within a couple of hours through
our refugee hosting scheme (www.roomforrefugees.com).
Some parts of the media have played a part in misrepresenting
refugees as “economic migrants”. People who hold such
prejudices have not met someone from a refugee background.
Subjecting human beings to racist and xenophobic media
stereotypes is one of the ways to silence or ignore them.
The belief that the majority of those arriving in the EU are
economic migrants is not borne out by reality. While there
is no definitive proof of the background and origin of every
migrant and refugee entering Europe, UNHCR estimates that
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just over 50 percent of the people who have arrived to Europe
by sea so far in 2015 are from Syria, a country ravaged by
civil war where bombings and violence are a daily threat.
Some of the other prevalent nationalities arriving in Europe
are from similarly war-torn states, like Afghanistan and Iraq.
Many others are fleeing repression and sometimes forced
conscription under regimes in Eritrea and Gambia.
In an analysis of migrant and refugee arrivals, The Economist
estimates that 75 percent of people who take irregular sea
routes to Europe are from countries whose citizens are usually
granted EU protection in some form.
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The work we carried out in 2015 was formidable, and
was made possible by the support of our 66 funders, 88
advertisers, 165 members, 67 volunteers and over 1,000
individuals who gave donations. We are indebted to all who
came forward.
Thank you for helping us make a difference!
Dr Chris Robinson, Chair
Robina Qureshi, Director
October 2015

In 2016, in addition to carrying out our existing remit, Positive
Action in Housing will play its part in challenging the introduction
of the UK government’s Immigration Bill being implemented
in Scotland. There is growing opposition to the Bill as a racist
and xenophobic piece of legislation which will makes things
worse for anyone who looks as if they “don’t belong”. We
will also play a greater humanitarian role in assisting refugees
trying to gain safe passage to Europe, including those making
the dangerous sea crossings across the Aegean Sea to the
Greek Island of Lesvos. We will work with Eric and Philippa
Kempson to provide a stream of volunteers and fundraising
to save lives. We will also explore ways of supporting work to
bring French communities and refugees together in Calais.
Now more than ever, we have a role in challenging the
dehumanization of refugees. Things will get more difficult and
we need to be prepared for that.
20 years on, our charity still has its crucial work to do. We
remain passionate about our cause, and will continue to fight
for the thousands of families and individuals who struggle with
homelessness, poverty and inequality. We remain a grassroots
black and minority ethnic led charity working from the perspective
of some of the most voiceless and disenfranchised people in
our society. We will continue to strive to bring about substantive,
permanent improvements in the lives of our service users –
whether through providing food and shelter to the destitute;
through rehousing families who are homeless or overcrowded;
or improving financial skills to the point where clients are free
from poverty. In addition we are now planning to extend our remit
to provide humanitarian aid to refugees trying to reach Europe.

*the double page photographs in this report are by Bieke Depoorter/
Magnum photos, the remainder by staff or committee members
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‘integration’ initiatives. By stopping people from contributing, public
opinion is weighted against asylum seekers.

• Positive Action in Housing took up a total of 870 cases (836 in 2014).
• Our service users are from 61 different countries of origin including
China (15%), Romania Roma (14%), Latvia (11%), Estonia (5%), Iran (5%),
Pakistan (3%), India (3%), Iraq (3%), Nigeria (2%), Eritrea (2%), Somalia
(2%), Syria (2%), Syria (2%), Palestine (2%), Lithuania (2%) and Russia
(2%).

Countries of origin of all service users: 2015
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• Destitution and homelessness were the main housing problems reported
to the charity.
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• 96% (834) of service users are living in poverty or destitution. It
includes those who are forbidden to work, unemployed and/or in receipt
of welfare benefits. It includes those working for a low wage, the retired,
disabled and students. It includes self-employed EU Nationals, e.g. Big
Issue vendors, cleaners. Finally, it includes appeals rights exhausted
asylum seekers who are forbidden to work or seek state support. They
represent thousands of asylum seekers across the UK who are desperate
to work, yet are forbidden by UK asylum laws. This seems an absurd
policy in any economic climate. It forces people to live in poverty, excludes
them from working, adds to social isolation and undermines community
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homelessness
housing problems

36% (309) of all cases we dealt with were A2/A8-EU nationals.
33% (284) were “refused asylum seekers”
17% (150) were refugees
8% (66) self-classified as UK citizens
4% (31)were people from UK/BME Communities
3% (22) were others

EU National Asylum seeker

overcrowding
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• Following changes in the rules governing EU nationals’ right to reside,
the demand for Welfare Rights advice increased considerably this
year, accounting for 53% of all enquiries. Applications for Tax Credits
continued to be painfully slow and require regular follow up, mandatory
reconsiderations and appeals.
• Our casework with A2/A8 EU migrants resulted in an increase in income
for our service users of £179,342.40 for 57% of the applications we
assisted with. Child tax credits, Housing benefits, Cancellation of tax credit
overpayments and working tax credit accounted for about 80% of this
amount.
• The Money skills team maximized their clients incomes by £281,793
during the year.
• Money raised by Increase in Income for clients through benefits entitlements
and savings in outgoings was £227,000. This includes increase in income
through housing benefit, Employment Support Allowance, Job seekers
allowance, working tax and child tax credits, Personal Independence
payments, Pensions, Council tax rebates, saving on utility bills.
• Clients were able to reduce their debts by £39,000 during the year by
reducing rent arrears, utility debts, negotiations with creditors, debt
payment arrangements.
• Money raised through Grants and Loans accessed by service users was
£15,000. These include Charity grants, Social Welfare Funds, Warm home
discounts.
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• In 2015, Positive Action in Housing provided emergency relief to a total of
410 people (284 cases), including 188 single men, 50 Single women, 24
families with children, 9 couples, 8 single parents, 8 unborn children and
2 categorised as others. This is a 21% increase on the previous year (234
cases).
• 92% (157) of those who were facing destitution were still in the process of
submitting fresh evidence, or article 8 submissions or a judicial review. As
a consequence of removing this support, many genuine cases were put in
serious jeopardy. Only 5% had exhausted their appeal rights.
• We gave out 1,235 emergency crisis payments totaling £32,570 to
prevent people going hungry or becoming destitute - a 14% increase on
the previous year (£28,560).
• We provided 953 nights of free temporary shelter in the homes of our
refugee hosts. This is almost double the previous year when we provided
505 nights of shelter.
• 336 payments were made to destitute people attending the Night Shelter.
This is a 35% increase on the previous year when we issued 248 payments.
The Night Shelter is run by volunteers in a church. Service users can sleep
there from 8 pm to 8 am and get a breakfast before leaving.
• We ran a highly successful Annual Winter drop-in surgery. In two days,
220 destitute refugees seeking asylum were provided with hot food, tea,
Primark vouchers, sleeping bags, hygiene packs, clothes and bus tokens
to see them through Christmas and New Year. This represents a 12%
increase compared to last year.
• Our destitute service users came from 44 different countries (41 in 2014).
The top countries of origin were Iran (13%), Pakistan (8%), Iraq (7%), Eritrea
(al6%), Palestine (6%), India (6%), Zimbabwe (6%), Nigeria (5%), Gambia
(4%), Libya (3%), Somalia (3%), Sudan (3%), Syria (2%), DRC Congo (2%)
and Afghanistan (2%).
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• The numbers of destitute Syrians have begun to show a presence in our
figures since 2014 and we expect this number to increase in the future.
• The numbers of destitute service users from Palestine approaching the
service in 2015 have tripled. The number of Libyans has also greatly
increased since 2014.
• We delivered in house and open courses to 261 delegates from 27
different organisations, in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Ayrshire, Aberdeenshire
and Dundee.
• 40% of all the charity’s income came from trusts and foundations, 24%
from the Scottish Government, 13% from Membership and 11% from
individual donations. Advertising, training and organisational donations
accounted for the remaining 12%.
• 66 organisations (58 in 2014) and 196 named individuals donated to
our charitable activities
• Throughout 2015, we continued to carry out strong anti-racist and
human rights campaigns. We supported anti-fascist demonstrations in
Glasgow, Aberdeen, Perth and Dundee.
• Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 33,411 visits
(16,682 in 2014) , with 240,146 page views (109,166 in 2014).
• Our Facebook page has a very active online community, with currently
1,948 fans http://www.facebook.com/paihltd (compared to 1,246 in
2014). A typical Facebook post, made in September 2015 publicising
our refugee hosting scheme project and encouraging donations to our
European Refugee Crisis Appeal reached 9,632 people and gained 444
Likes, 68 Comments & 98 Shares.
• We also have 1,157 followers on Twitter http://www.twitter.com/
PositiveActionH (compared to 758 in 2014).

Christopher Ho, Caseworker and Marina Belakurov, Money Skills adviser, take a quick
break at the Winter destitution surgery where 220 people will visit over two days.
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General Housing and
Homelessness Problems
The Frontline Housing Advisory Service is a free, independent and multilingual
advice & information service for people from refugee, migrant and minority
ethnic communities. The service has nominations agreements with several
housing associations and local authorities across Scotland. It also accepts
referrals and signposts service users.
The service is delivered via drop in surgeries, and face to face appointments.
Telephone and email enquiries are also dealt with but these are not presently
counted unless they become cases.
Because of the number of languages spoken by our service users, a database
of freelance interpreters complements existing multilingual skills with our staff
team. Volunteers also provide day to day support.
Project staff provided advice, information and took up casework for to help
resolve housing problems and rehouse those facing homelessness, racial
harassment, overcrowding and poor housing conditions.

• We dealt with 18 different languages
• The first languages spoken by our clients were: Mandarin (41%), Arabic
(12%), Farsi (8%), Cantonese (7%), and English (7%).
• These statistics clearly demonstrate the need for a face to face multilingual
homelessness advice service. The project ensures it meets the needs of
service users by having a multilingual casework team, of staff, volunteers
and freelance interpreters.

The housing casework service worked to achieve positive outcomes for 232
people from 74 households. These positive outcomes include housing offers
and permanent rehousing, access to homelessness accommodation and
resolving racial harassment, and these were achieved through homelessness
advice, assistance and nominations agreements.
General profile of our service users
• In 2015, the Frontline Homelessness Advice Service assisted 232 people
from 74 households.
• We estimate that around 156 enquiries by telephone and email are dealt
with by caseworkers each year.
• 92% of service users were found to be living in poverty (88% in 2014)
• Our service users were from 24 different countries of origin, including
China (42%), Syria (9%), Iran (8%), India (4%) and Somalia (4%)

• 58% of service users were from “refugee communities”
• 42% were from settled BME communities.
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• Our service users consisted of 31 single people (42%), 25 couples with
children, (34%) 14 single parent families (19%), 3 couples (4%) and 2
extended family households (3%).

• 69% (51) of service users are living in temporary accommodation, care of
friends or in an insecure tenancy.
• 20% (15) are housing association tenants.
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• 88% of referrals to the general housing and homelessness service were by
word of mouth, a 4% increase on last year. This demonstrates a high level
of trust and satisfaction.
Problems Reported
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“Hameed was referred to Positive Action in Housing
by the Scottish Refugee Council after suffering years
of racist harassment. In the latest incident, Hameed
described to our caseworker how he and 16 year
old son were subjected to a vicious racist attack by
a gang of local youths in the area. They were taken to
hospital after suffering facial cuts and injuries. This and
previous incidents were reported to Police Scotland
but they perpetrators continued to harass the family
by daily vandalising their door and throwing stones
at their window. Through our nominations agreement
with Cadder Housing Association, Positive Action in
Housing helped the family to be rehoused in Glasgow’s
Cadder area where the family now feel safe, and where
the housing management team led by John McShane
take a zero tolerance stance on racist and other hate
crime. Because of good support and communication
between the organisations involved, the family have
been welcomed by their neighbours and established
themselves as part of the community”.

• 49 service users were homeless (66%): These include refugees living
in temporary accommodation, and those living with friends or relatives
while waiting to be rehoused. Our caseworkers face the challenging task
of helping clients to access temporary homeless accommodation and
advising service users on their housing rights and chances of getting
permanently rehoused.
• 26% (19) were found to be living in overcrowded conditions.
• 14% (10) households were found to be living with some form of racist hate
crime.
Looking ahead
A shortage of funding for additional workers has made it difficult to help
everyone who approaches us for homelessness assistance. Resources have
also been focussed to assisting those who are at risk of destitution.
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Six clients waiting to be seen before the destitution surgery
has even started, Kath, our long term volunteer, has the tea
ready and registers service users with a smile always …
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Destitution
Thousands of people from refugee communities continue to be forced
into destitution1 in the UK, despite the majority still having a genuine claim
to asylum in the UK and seeking legal redress through solicitors. Made
homeless, denied employment or state support, many asylum seekers are
forced to live on the streets, or else return to the very countries from which
they fled.
Refused asylum seekers unable to immediately return can apply for “Section
4,”2 provided they are taking steps to leave the UK, or are appealing
against their refusal. However, many refused asylum seekers simply cannot
return. Some will not be accepted back by their governments; others face
persecution, violence, or conditions that are too unsafe and volatile.3 As a
result of this policy, and of delays and incompetence in the asylum system,
many people find themselves destitute.
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The lifeline project assists around 350- 400 people from refugee communities
each year. The project has a proven track record of providing medium to long
term support in a way that sees cases being resolved in order that families
and individuals can achieve stability and resolution. We will accept referrals
from other organisations wishing to work with us to support their clients to
resolve their status. We also accept self-referrals at our twice weekly drop
ins.
The Lifeline Project also delivers a holistic service, providing food, shelter,
clothing and crisis payments, as well as practical advice and support. The
Project helps vulnerable people challenge destitution and find hope, selfworth and resolution. Sunny Singh is the Senior Caseworker along with his
colleague Christopher Ho, Caseworker. Volunteers, Kath and Sue, regularly
help out at our busy drop-ins.
Ultimately, the project makes a difference by giving vulnerable people the
breathing space to assess their options and secure the support needed to
gain a positive decision on their asylum claim or be granted a type of ‘Leave
to Remain’.
Caseworkers work with solicitors and refugee hosts to assist service users to
delay actual destitution. Service users receive advice about getting back into
the system, accessing food, shelter, legal support and practical support like
washing facilities, soup hand-outs, and warm places to gather in the winter
time and the night shelter.

They are less likely to be able to get out of the cycle of destitution; many
will become society’s invisible citizens. They face the constant fear of being
detained indefinitely or deported despite potentially having a good case for
leave to remain. In the face of such policies, destitution is the preferred option.
The Lifeline Project
The Lifeline project began in 2003 and assists people who are seeking
asylum to end their destitution permanently by first ensuring they have
access to their basic human rights of food and shelter, preferably through its
pioneering refugee hosting scheme Room for Refugees. It then works with
clients and their legal representatives to resolve their legal status in order to
achieve permanent stability and rebuild their lives. The project is Glasgow
based but will take referrals from stakeholders anywhere in Scotland and the
rest of Europe.
The Lifeline project works with its service users, refugee hosts, solicitors,
and refugee and multi faith groups. Data collected from the project is used to
campaign for the human rights of those from refugee communities.
1 Destitution is the lack of means to meet basic needs of shelter, warmth, food, water
and health. Refused asylum seekers are forbidden by law to work, access benefits or
homelessness or hostel accommodation.
2 Accommodation and voucher support.
3 Verified by CIA and Amnesty country reports as well as the British Foreign Office
advice on travelling to certain countries.
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We aim to provide short term emergency, humanitarian relief and intervene
in the cycle of destitution in order to bring people stability and hope. Another
outcome of the project is the human support that individuals receive when
they stay with refugee hosts. This often improves the long term prospects of
finding resolution to their legal cases. The extent of the support we provide
depends on the risk of destitution, and whether we can make a lasting and
positive difference to an individual or family’s life in their time of crisis. In a
small number of cases the service will provide longer term support to more
vulnerable clients whose legal resolution is far off.
We are grateful to the following who generously offered shelter in their
homes during the year: Lucinda Broadbent, Mary Child, Edith Facenna, Jo
Haythornthwaite and Rachael Smith. We are also very grateful to the many
individuals and charitable trusts who donated to the project during the year.
A complete list is provided at the end of this report.
Sunny Singh, Senior Caseworker, talks through options with Aisha,
who along with her husband and child, are destitute
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Key results
• In 2015, Positive Action in Housing provided emergency relief to a total of
410 people (284 cases), including 188 single men, 50 Single women, 24
families with children, 9 couples, 8 single parents, 8 unborn children and
2 categorised as others. This is a 21% increase on the previous year (234
cases).
• A total of 1,578 “contact episodes” with clients were recorded over the
course of the year and we gave out 1,235 emergency crisis payments
totaling £32,570 to prevent people going without food, medicine or
essential travel.
• 171 new cases were referred to the Lifeline Project, compared to 128 in
2014. This is a 34% increase since last year.
• As a result of our intervention, 272 households received crisis grants to
prevent them going hungry or ending up street homeless. 37 were helped
to receive Section 4 emergency support. 10 received Section 95 support
and 8 received leave to remain.
• 336 payments were made to destitute people attending the Night Shelter.
This is a 35% increase on the previous year when we issued 248 payments.
The Night Shelter is run by volunteers in a church. Service users can sleep
there from 8 pm to 8 am and get a breakfast before leaving.
• The project supported 314 adults and 96 children (including 8 unborn
children) who were at risk of destitution.
• We ran a highly successful Annual Winter drop-in surgery. In two days,
220 destitute refugees seeking asylum were provided with hot food, tea,
Primark vouchers, sleeping bags, hygiene packs, clothes and bus tokens
to see them through Christmas and New Year. This represents a 12%
increase compared to last year.
• Our service users came from 44 different countries (41 in 2014). The top
countries of origin were Iran (13%), Pakistan (8%), Iraq (7%), Eritrea (al6%),
Palestine (6%), India (6%), Zimbabwe (6%), Nigeria (5%), Gambia (4%),
Libya (3%), Somalia (3%), Sudan (3%), Syria (2%), DRC Congo (2%) and
Afghanistan (2%).
• The numbers of destitute Syrians have begun to show a presence in our
figures since 2014 and we expect this number to increase in the future.
• The numbers of destitute service users from Palestine approaching the
service in 2015 have tripled. The number of Libyans has also greatly
increased since 2014.

2 0 1 5

• 60% (171) of those we saw in 2015 were destitute for less than a year.
• 18 % (50) first presented as destitute 2 to 3 years ago and received
support from us.
• 15% (44) first presented as destitute 4 to 5 years ago and received
support from us.
• 7% (19) first presented as destitute 6 to 11 years ago and have received
support from us since then.
• 135 beneficiaries (48%) were staying with friends to avoid being made
destitute. 57 (20%) were staying in the night shelter. 17 (6%) were about
to be evicted and made destitute when they first approached us. 13 (5%)
were physically rough sleeping when they first approached the service.
• 92% (157) of those who were facing destitution were still in the process of
submitting fresh evidence, or article 8 submissions or a judicial review. As
a consequence of removing this support, many genuine cases were put in
serious jeopardy.
• A very small number of people (3%) fell into destitution at earlier stages of
the asylum process.
• 64% (227) of beneficiaries were identified as “additionally vulnerable”
(60% in 2014). These include the elderly, young people, women, families
with children, pregnant women, and those with physical or mental health
problems, people who have suffered some form of trauma, for example,
torture, domestic violence or trafficking.
• 49% (26) of women were street destitute (17% in 2014). Women are at
particular risk of exploitation.

15
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by the UK Government to prevent asylum seekers from getting the right to
remain in this country. One of our members, Glasgow-based lawyer Fraser
Latta said he planned to legally challenge the policy, saying that it would
“significantly impact upon some of the most vulnerable people within our
society, and that the proposed change was potentially unlawful.” Positive
Action has raised funds to help families and individuals who have no money
for travel. Lawyers should contact home@paih.org with details of cases.

• We distributed food and fresh fruit to destitute people from refugee
communities. The food is donated fortnightly by volunteers from the
Glasgow Central Mosque and Feed Glasgow.
• We gave out bus passes to cover costs involved in essential travelling to
home office for sign-in, doctor and solicitor appointments.
• Children and young people are particularly vulnerable and at risk of
exploitative relationships if forced to be reliant on others for food and
shelter. Another concern is the welfare of pregnant women who face risks
to their own and their unborn baby’s health because of destitution. We
counted 6 pregnant women amongst the destitute, and helped 8 families
with children.
• Amongst destitute people, we have witnessed incidents of aggression,
threats of self-harm, suicide and worsening mental health problems
caused by increased levels of desperation.
• Destitution is being exacerbated by the home office which is taking far
longer to deal with a backlog of asylum cases, with still over 29,000
application dating back at least 7 years, still waiting to be resolved.
The process has left many vulnerable people from refugee communities
destitute for longer periods.
• Also the proposal by Shadow Home Secretary to try and end the indefinite
detention of migrants and asylum seekers. Who have been locked up for
as long as four years with no information about when they will be released
Liverpool Travel Policy
In January 2015 the home Office announced plans to change the asylum
system so that impoverished and destitute people from refugee communities
appealing to stay in the UK would have to travel hundreds of miles to lodge
appeals in person in Liverpool, England. The move was put on hold after a
storm of criticism from our charity, lawyers, Scottish ministers and Liverpool
City Council. But a couple of months later, it became clear that the Home
Office intended to press ahead with the change despite legal challenges by
Liverpool City Council. The new rules affect asylum seekers who have had
their initial application rejected, but want to submit fresh support for their
case - such as proof that they would be persecuted if they return to their
home country. Previously, documents could be submitted by post or at a
local immigration centre. Expenses for the journey to Liverpool will not be
provided for the asylum seekers who have already had all financial support
withdrawn and are not allowed to work. For those living in Scotland the
prospect of forced travel to Liverpool means that they are unlikely to ever
be able to submit further evidence. The Liverpool travel policy represents a
breach of natural justice and people’s basic human rights. It is an attempt
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Annual Winter Surgery
• On 16 & 17 December 2014, Positive Action in Housing ran a highly
successful Annual Winter surgery with the assistance of 12 members
of staff and 35 part-time volunteers. The surgery provided hot soup and
bread, tea, food packs, clothes and bus tokens to see them through
Christmas and New Year.
• Over two days, we provided emergency support to 220 service-users who
are at risk of destitution or without cash support. This represents a 12%
increase compared to last year.
• We distributed food and fresh fruit donated by Glasgow Jewish
Representative Council, Glasgow Central Mosque, Clydesdale Bank, and
individuals. We also distributed hygiene packs sponsored by Link Housing,
Southside Housing, and Albyn Housing Society.
• The Lifeline project gave out emergency crisis payments ranging from £30
to £100 totaling £5,200. Payments went to those staying with our refugee
hosts, the Glasgow Night Shelter, the cost of bus passes for essential travel
to the home office for sign-ins, doctor, hospital and lawyer appointments.
The support we gave out was as follows:
° 205 service users (93% of those attending) received food packs
° 172 (78%) received hygiene packs
° 107 (49%) received bus passes
° 108 (49%) received crisis grants
° Clothing/toys/prams were not counted
• 61% of those who presented to the winter surgery were men. 39% were
women.
• The top ten countries of origin were Eritrea (18%), Iran (14%), Nigeria (8%),
Zimbabwe (5%), Pakistan (4%), Iraq (4%), Kuwaiti (3%), Palestine (3%),
Somalia (3%), Congo (2%), Gambia (2%), Libya (2%) and Syria (2%).
• We assisted 6 couples (3%), 42 families with children – including single
parents (19%) and 172 single people (78%)
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41% of those who received assistance were identified as destitute. 23% were
receiving emergency housing/limited cash support (Section 4), 16% were in
receipt of housing and limited cash support, 5% were refugees and 2% were
EU nationals.
•
•
•
•
•

91 service users were destitute asylum seekers
51 service users were receiving emergency support
34 service users were asylum seekers who had Section 95 support
11 service users were refugees
4 service users were EU Nationals

Charitable provision at breaking point
Despite claims to the contrary, the problem of destitution, and more specifically
long term destitution, continues to be a feature of the asylum process for
hundreds of vulnerable individuals and families. As a consequence, our
resources to support destitute people are being pushed beyond the limit.
To address the issues of long waiting queues in the reception area we
reviewed our hardship funds guidelines and discussed a system to improve
our waiting times. We decided to issue clients with tickets based on first
come first served basis. This helped us to reduce the waiting time in reception
area, and for health and safety reasons. We agreed to see a maximum up to
20 clients during the drop-in session with 8 clients seated in the reception
area. We will review this method on a monthly base to see whether it has
improved our practice.

Looking ahead
• As a result of the Syrian Crisis, Positive Action in housing saw an
unprecedented surge in support for our refugee hosting scheme. We
pioneered the scheme eleven years ago when destitute first presented
themselves to our caseworkers. Since then we have accommodated
hundreds of refugees in people’s homes. We have also developed a
wealth of expertise on matching refugees and hosts safely. In the month
of September alone, the number of hosts went from 73 to well over
2,000 households in every part of Scotland, the UK, Europe and even
the US. The scheme has since been renamed Room for Refugees. In its
new phase, Room for Refugees has already arranged shelter in Glasgow,
Stirlingshire, London and Liverpool for destitute people with no recourse
to public funds. It has great potential to be used as a force for good and is
still taking off. We intend to work in partnership with local communities and
refugee support groups across Europe. More detail will be provided on the
scheme in next year’s report. To sign up as a refugee host, go to www.
roomforrefugees.com . For more info, see www.paih.org.
• In 2016, we need to raise £32,000 to pay for the Emergency Hardship
Fund. There is more pressure on the fund to help people as more
people fall into destitution and severe poverty. The money raised is
going solely to helping those who are left destitute, hungry and unable
to return to their country of origin. Please help us carry on this work
by giving a secure online donation via https://mydonate.bt.com/
events/destituterefugeesappeal2015/221490. Alternatively, you can
give via PayPal to donate@paih.org, or become a charity fundraiser
and get sponsored to do a marathon or some other activity. You can
set up a sponsorship page at https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/
positiveactioninhousing and ask your friends and family to give a
donation on your page. For more info email home@paih.org.
• Contact: If you have any questions about the project or would like to refer
someone to the project, please email home@paih.org or call 0141 353 2220.
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Home Office said I’m Algerian and refused
“meTheasylum,
so I told them let’s go to Algeria, but

they didn’t, because the Algerian embassy will
never give me travel documents, because I am a
Syrian, and the Home Office is wasting my life .

”
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Hosny, a Syrian refugee, was accommodated temporarily by one of our volunteers
on our refugee hosting scheme, Room for Refugees. The Home Office claimed his
accent is Algerian because he worked in Algeria. Which is like saying that an English
person who works in Scotland is Scottish because s/he developed a Scottish accent.
More worrying, we have seen several cases concerning Syrians, Palestinians and
Zimbabweans whose country of origin are disputed by the Home Office, and they are
accused of being from other countries and then refused asylum.
In May 2014, a panel of five of the UK’s most senior judges found serious fault with
the Home Office’s use of language checking reports compiled by Swedish firm
Sprakab, which analyses the language and dialect of asylum applicants. The Supreme
Court judgment focused on the case of two asylum seekers in Scotland. It calls for
immigration officials to review the practice as too much weight had been given to the
reports in asylum hearings. It also warned experts from Sprakab went beyond their
remit, commenting on issues such as applicants’ knowledge of their country of origin
or demeanour. There are fears asylum seekers have been wrongly deported from
Britain because of the controversial language-checking system. The ruling has been
welcomed by immigration lawyers and campaigners, who claim it is a positive step in
ensuring asylum seekers get a fair hearing. Jennifer Todd, an immigration solicitor with
Latta Law, said: “ It was worrying when you looked at the format of the reports, and
these people who were said to be language experts would go on to comment on the
person’s knowledge of the country, which had nothing to do with linguistics..
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Clive has wanted to go home to
Zimbabwe for more than four years now.
It’s a cold November morning in Glasgow
and Harare seems a long way away as
he tries to stay warm beneath a clattering
fan heater in a night shelter kitchen. This
is Anderston Kelvingrove church, the only
reliable place for destitute male asylum
seekers to sleep indoors in the city. In a
room behind him, other men are packing
away their sleeping bags and putting on
layers of clothes, readying themselves for
another day outside. Clive zips up his coat
and watches the television from one of the blue waiting room chairs, as the
others begin to file in. The weather forecast comes on and everyone’s eyes
turn to it. The announcement of temperatures just one or two degrees above
freezing does little to cheer the mood. Shortly before eight, a female volunteer
in a bright knitted jumper arrives and when the BBC newsreader announces
‘It’s eight o’clock,’ she suggests to the men that they think about going. The
Church of Scotland allows them to sleep there only at night and it’s her job to
make sure they leave. But it’s still dark outside and nobody moves. Clive gets
up and hastily starts to make coffee, grabbing a piece of white bread which
he rolls in one hand and dips into his cup. At five past eight, five people are
still sitting eating breakfast, slowly, prolonging these precious last seconds
inside. At ten past, when they sense they are pushing their luck, they head
out of the glass doors, angling forward against the cold. It’s almost another
hour until they’ll be allowed into the library, the best place to while away
warm hours with an empty pocket. Clive walks up the hill from the church
in the morning darkness, sticking closely to the inside edge of the left hand
pavement. ‘There’s a primary school on the right side and they say we can’t
walk on that side,’ he explains matter-of-factly. ‘There used to be a hostel by
the school and a Polish woman was killed. Now they don’t want people from
the shelter to walk by. I don’t know what they think we’ll do to the children,
but we have to stay on this side.
He wanted a chance to set down roots in Britain and to start working. While
the Home Office considered his case, Clive was given accommodation in
Coventry but within a couple of months his application was rejected. With no
passport and no way of proving his identity, officials refused to believe he was
Zimbabwean. ‘They didn’t have anyone from my country to interview me, or
ask experts to meet me. My lawyers just said “Sorry, they don’t believe you”.’
Clive wanted to stay but was also fed up of being without a job or a home,
reliant on handouts. ‘When they refused me I didn’t appeal. I just said: “OK,
I’ll go back”. The way I grew up if someone says no you take that as no.’
When his asylum claim was rejected, the Home Office told him he had to go
back. ‘I said “How can I when I don’t have a passport? I came in illegally. Can
you get me out?”’ The Home Office seemed puzzled by his request. A month
later they told him he must apply to the Zimbabwean embassy for a passport.
This seemed ironic to Clive since they had previously said they didn’t believe
he was Zimbabwean. On all his subsequent Home Office documents it
says ‘Zimbabwean’ in the nationality section. If they really thought he had
made up his past why was it on all their paperwork? Returning home was
a drastic measure – particularly because intimidation of anti-government
activists continued – but anything was preferable to the indignity of being
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denied a job, a home – a life. Clive applied to the International Organization
for Migration, which helps people to return home. They paid him a grant of
£2,500 to go back but when he went to the Zimbabwean embassy to apply
for a passport, officials refused to give him any travel document. They weren’t
interested in helping someone who had tried and failed to get political asylum
from their country. Since Clive had not left and there was no asylum case
pending, his accommodation and financial support was stopped. This was
late 2009 and he was homeless and destitute in a foreign country with no
obvious means of escape.
Clive decided to try his luck in Scotland. He wanted to get legal advice on
solving his case. In England he would have to pay for a lawyer, but he heard
that in Scotland he was more likely to find one who would work for free. The
Coventry shelter told him of a place in Glasgow for failed asylum seekers and
he boarded a coach to the city. In all he applied three times to be relocated
back to Zimbabwe; every time he was thwarted by the embassy. On his
last attempt in 2012 he was given proper housing while he waited for the
outcome. But when relocation failed for a third time, he was out on the
streets again. There are routines for coping with homelessness that break
up the tedium and stretch out hours in the warm. Clive has been relaying his
story while walking along Glasgow’s frigid pavements, the cold seeping up
from the concrete through thin shoes until feeling has disappeared from all
extremities. After leaving the night shelter there is almost an hour to kill until
the first stop of the morning inside the grand stone pillars of the city’s Mitchell
library. A large hub of computers and comfortable office chairs can be used
for free there, near the back entrance on the ground floor. It is a popular spot
among the city’s underclass, offering a potent combination of entertainment
and warmth at no cost. Clive goes to the desk and shows his library card to
receive a log-in voucher for a computer. ‘When your hour runs out you can
usually just ask for more,’ he explains. ‘The thing with the library is you can
sit there all day if you don’t want to go anywhere.’ Once online he browses
through his favourite Zimbabwean news sites and catches up with friends on
Facebook. He starts chat sessions with a friend from Leicester and scrolls
down the news feed showing friends in Zimbabwe settled with wives and
families. ‘I miss my friends. When I first came I used to have contact with
people back there but I don’t any more. The people that used to be my
friends are all married and have their own families. We don’t say anything
much to each other on Facebook. They don’t know what’s happening to me
here.’ Time seems to slow to a halt when you have twelve hours to kill and a
finite number of warm places to kill them in. Clive cannot return to the shelter
until eight at night, when he can finally relax, watch some television, go to
sleep and wait for the cycle to begin again. Until then he browses the web,
watching the seconds of his hour-long internet pass count down until it’s
time to beg for another one. At busy times this is flatly refused. On Sundays
and on Christmas Day, this only source of respite from the cold is closed. ‘I
hate Sundays,’ Clive says. ‘The library shuts and there’s nowhere to go. I just
leave the shelter waiting for any place to open.’ On those days he tries his
luck wandering in the shopping mall and sitting in bookies’. But when paying
customers are expected, he can’t stay long. Clive negotiates a second hour
on the library computer and uses it to play free online poker before heading
back outside. Somehow the air feels even colder. ‘In Zimbabwe you just
wear a T-shirt,’ he says, his hands shaking with cold as he lights a discarded
cigarette butt. Walking alongside a busy road, he picks over his meagre
hopes. ‘I’d love to work and look after myself, rather than wait for charity and
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go from place to place. One day I want to have my own house so I can say
‘I’m going back to my house’.
Clive comes to the Marie Centre almost every day to eat and wash. ‘A lot
of people expect me to look dirty because I’m homeless but why should I? I
don’t see it that way. People often don’t believe I’m homeless. I went down
to the Clyde river one day when I was waiting for the shelter to open. I had £2
and bought a cider and started to drink it. A group of teenagers looked at me
and I asked them for £2 so I could drink more. They said ‘No, you don’t look
like you’re on the street’. People want homeless people to look rough.’ It’s
understandable that someone could assume he had a perfectly good home.
He is clean shaven, dressed in fresh cords, a thick jumper and a new looking
black body warmer, topped off with a red beanie hat. He says the clothes
were all donated to the night shelter and he takes pride in keeping them in
good condition. When he’s finished his shower he begins walking again.
Back out in the cold he keeps walking, looking in shop windows and smoking
half-cigarettes down to the nub. He gets ill often, he says. Colds, toothaches,
headaches, fever. And most of all, depression. There is a GP for homeless
people on Hunter Street who sees him regularly.
Clive’s only income is from a Glasgow charity called Positive Action in
Housing. They give him – and many other destitute migrants – £15 a fortnight
to subsist on. Sunny Singh, a Senior Caseworker, has helped Clive and
others in similarly tricky situations. From his desk in a busy open plan office
he phones a network of volunteers who give up bedrooms in their homes to
make sure the city’s most vulnerable migrants have a place to sleep. ‘Men
can stay at the night shelter but there’s no equivalent for women. They’re
not given a place to stay even if they’re pregnant. The Home Office only
provides housing to pregnant immigrants at 34 weeks if their case has been
turned down. We had a situation last night that a pregnant woman who was
facing a night on the street was sent to stay with a volunteer.’ As Scotland’s
only asylum city, Glasgow has received thousands of asylum seekers, mostly
redistributed there after arriving in London as part of a programme to reduce
pressure on overcrowded south-east England. Recently, Scotland has taken
pride in having a more welcoming attitude to migrants of all kinds than its
southern neighbours. Ahead of the referendum on Scottish independence,
charities noticed a surge in people crossing the border to seek help. A rumour
went around that it would be easier to get asylum in the new Scotland – so
people headed north ahead of the poll, only to be disappointed when the
country voted No. Charities like Positive Action in Housing are increasingly
relied on to help with all aspects of migrants’ cases. The Refugee Council
used to be the first place asylum seekers turned to when navigating the
system, but it has fewer resources to help since losing a government contract
for providing this advice. Now seeing someone for initial guidance in person
is rarely an option provided by the government. Instead there’s an expensive
phone line called Asylum Help that Sunny says often goes unanswered for up
to an hour. Destitute asylum seekers with meagre resources, hoping to find
out what’s happening with their housing or food, end up running out of phone
credit before they’ve got through to a human being. Sunny often makes the
calls for them. ‘After 40 minutes, once they get through they’re not given an
appointment straight away. They’re told to call back after a few days. I always
call the English line because the foreign language ones are too busy.’
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The charity is still trying to help Clive find a way to resolve his case, but in the
meantime he has found his own informal housing arrangement for the coldest
days. He made a friend in the city called Victor, a fellow Zimbabwean whose
asylum case is still undecided, meaning he is provided with accommodation.
‘Victor is a year older than me and he says I’m his only friend. I like to visit
in the afternoon and watch television with him. We sit and talk about our
situation. He’s got a Chinese flatmate who knows me so, if Victor is not in he
lets me in to sit on the sofa.’ On the worst wintry days Clive walks straight
from the shelter to Victor’s house, hoping he can spend the day inside.
The United Nations estimates there are 10 million stateless people living
around the world. It is not known exactly how many are living in Britain, but
Asylum Aid believes the number grows by around 100 every year. In the UK,
many end up stuck in immigration detention for years; sentenced to a life
behind bars for the crime of having no identity. Clive envies their incarceration.
He is so desperate now that he wants to be taken into detention. At least
there he could sleep, stay warm and have regular meals, he reasons.
‘Every time I go to the Home Office now they say “Sit down there” and for
30 minutes I wait and then ask, “Are you guys thinking of taking me into
detention? Because I’m happy to do that, I’m happy.” But they don’t. I was
hoping they would put me in the detention centre after I was released from
prison because I stayed for two years without checking in with the Home
Office. I did it because I was told if you do that you’ll be detained.’ But when
the day of his prison release came, nothing happened. Clive said: ‘Please, is
it saying anything about detention on my paperwork because I really want to
go?’ They were astonished. ‘I’ve never heard anyone who says they want to
go there,’ one officer said incredulously. Clive was despondent. ‘But I do wish
to go there; I’d love to go there.’
It’s now early 2015 and nothing has
changed. Clive is waiting, hoping an
opportunity to create a real home – in
either country – will present itself. The
Home Office is looking at his case again
but their previous form suggests little
will change. If he can hang on another
thirteen years there’s a small chance he
could persuade a judge to give him a
right to remain: those living in Britain for
twenty years or more without resolution
are sometimes given clemency. But it
would mean spending his best working
years in limbo. Clive’s attempt to put
the last six years of his life into words is
simple. ‘I came in the hope of a better life than I had. I just thought I’d have
something better, but I’ve got this.’
An extract from Finding Home by Emily Dugan, Social Affairs Editor at The
Independent, i and The Independent on Sunday. Her investigations into
human trafficking have twice been awarded Best Investigative Article at
the Anti-Slavery Day Media Awards and her human rights journalism was
shortlisted for the Gaby Rado Memorial Prize at the 2012 Amnesty Media
Awards. This is her first book.
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Simon is from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). He is a supporter
of the Union for Democracy and Social Progress, one of the main opposition
political parties in DRC. Simon was held in police custody for months for
demonstrating against the ruling party in DRC with no trial. He recalls his time
in custody: “… they keep you in one [cell], if they want to they will let you
out, you could spend all day in the cell”. At night he feared “if you heard your
name, you called be killed and buried at the night time”. Simon’s initial asylum
claim was refused, but a further submission with more evidence was made.
He waited for several years until the Home Office refused his asylum case
again. Further successful appeals and refusal means Simon has experienced
extended periods without formal support since claiming asylum in the UK.
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Edineth is from Zimbabwe. She is a member of Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC) in Zimbabwe. Edineth claimed asylum in the UK in 2009.
Since then she has spent almost 2 years destitute with no formal support
relying on friends and charities. We have supported Edineth from our
hardship fund, and accommodation through our volunteer accommodation
register. Her case is currently being pursued by her solicitor.
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Khadija belongs to the Bajuni ethnic group from the eastern coast of Somalia.
Her family were persecuted for their ethnicity resulting in violence against
them. Khadija’s parents were parent and family members were killed. In
September 2000 she started a journey over several days to flee the continual
threats of violence and discrimination, ultimately claiming asylum in the UK.
For more than the next decade she waits for her asylum case to be resolved
during which time she spends numerous periods in destitution. Positive
Action in Housing first engaged with Khadija when she was referred by her
solicitor. She was staying at a night shelter primarily for male asylum seekers
and Positive Action in Housing placed her with an accommodation volunteer
whilst she pursues her case. In May 2015 she was given leave to remain
in the UK. Khadija is now in work and we are assisting her with seeking
permanent accommodation of her own.
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Winter Destitution Surgery
Key Results
• On 16 & 17 December 2014, Positive Action in Housing ran a highly
successful Annual Winter surgery with the assistance of 12 members
of staff and 35 part-time volunteers. The surgery provided hot soup and
bread, tea, food packs, clothes and bus tokens to see them through
Christmas and New Year.
• Over two days, we provided emergency support to 220 service-users who
are at risk of destitution or without cash support. This represents a 12%
increase compared to last year.
• We distributed food and fresh fruit donated by Glasgow Jewish
Representative Council, Glasgow Central Mosque, Clydesdale Bank, and
individuals. We also distributed hygiene packs sponsored by Link Housing,
Southside Housing, and Albyn Housing Society.
• The Lifeline project gave out 108 emergency crisis payments ranging from
£30 to £100 (and averaging £48 per eligible household) totaling £5,200 to
those with families but living in poverty, those staying with refugee hosts or
in the local night shelter.
• We gave out bus passes to cover costs involved in essential travelling to
home office for sign-in, doctor and solicitor appointments.
• The support we gave out was as follows:
° 205 service users (93% of those attending) received food packs
° 172 (78%) received hygiene packs
° 107 (49%) received bus passes
° 108 (49%) received crisis grants
° 3 (1%) said they needed shelter today
° Clothing/toys/prams were not counted out
Analysis of those who approached the surgery
• The top ten countries of origin were Eritra (18%), Iran (14%), Nigeria (8%),
Zimbabwe (5%), Pakistan (4%), Iraq (4%), Kuwaiti (3%), Palestine (3%),
Somalia (3%), Congo (2%), Gambia (2%), Libya (2%) and Syria (2%).
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Household composition
° 6 couples (3%)
° 42 families with children – including single parents (19%)
° 172 single people (78%)

Level of need
41% of those who received assistance were identified as destitute; 23% were
receiving emergency housing/limited cash support (Section 4); 16% were in
receipt of housing and limited cash support.5% were refugees and 2% were
EU nationals.
• 91 service users were destitute asylum seekers
• 51 service users were receiving emergency support
• 34 service users were asylum seekers who had Section 95 support
• 11 service users were refugees
• 4 service users were EU Nationals
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Top Picture: Brenda Gillies from Money Advice Scotland and Mary Chau from the Money Skills team talk through some complicated options with a client
Bottom picture: Charles Gichago from the Money Skills Team working with his client on her money action plan
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Glasgow, Scotland, 2015: Sunny helps Hamza sign a hosting
agreement in the home of one of our 2,100 volunteers at
Room for Refugees (www.roomforrefugees.com)
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EU Migrants
Since 2008 the New Migrants Action Project has worked to promote the successful
settlement of European Union (EU) migrant workers living in Scotland by providing
up-to-date, specialist, multilingual advice, training, information and advocacy.
In the third and final year of our funding period from Scottish Government
Equalities Fund we have seen another year of increasing use of our service,
advising migrant workers on employment, self-employment, housing rights
and responsibilities, and welfare benefits eligibility and provided practical
advice, support and training to service providers, including Registered Social
Landlords, Local Authorities, Voluntary organisations and statutory agencies,
helping them to build links with migrant communities and the groups that
represent them.
The project is led by Iain Chisholm, project coordinator, and his team consists
of Lia Dmitrieva, project officer and Diana Indreiu and Roxana Dragomir, both
sessional workers in our Romanian Roma advice project in Govanhill. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank Diana and Roxana for all their
hard work over the last couple of years and welcome Ioana Di Mambro and
Valerian Chirurgiu to the team as our new sessional workers for 2015-16.
Project Outcomes
1. A8 and A2 nationals will be better informed about their rights and
empowered to pursue their own employment and welfare entitlements
independently and to share this information with their communities.
2. Migrants from the European Economic Area will be better informed about
their housing options, be empowered to pursue the best option for them
and be able to share this information with their communities.
3. Agencies in Scotland are better informed of migrants’ rights and
entitlements and better able to meet their needs.
4. New migrant community groups in Hamilton and Govanhill are established;
their confidence and capacity build to identify and address needs in their
own communities and to establish bridges, bonds and links.
Advice and Information Provision
In 2014-15, we saw 850 presentations at our advice drop-ins a 9% increase
on the 779 presentations in 2013-14
Increasingly our work has focused on Govanhill which remains our most
popular drop-in, visits increasing again by 30% on last year from 400 to 523.
We continued to provide weekly drop-in services in Hamilton and in our office
in Glasgow which remain an important specialist service for a very diverse
range of migrant workers and their families.
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Why do people use our services?
There have been several pieces of Westminster legislation affecting EU
nationals which came into effect during the year, including a bar on claiming
Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) for 3 months on entering the UK for EU workseekers, a bar on EU JSA claimants getting Housing Benefit and a worrying
“Minimum Earnings Threshold” for EU nationals to establish and retain worker
status. EU national jobseekers face losing their JSA after 91 days if they have
not been a worker in the UK and after 6 months even if they retain their
worker status, removing the social security safety net entirely afterwards.
These new rules are affecting our clients not only because of the new
limitations but also because statutory agency decision makers have struggled
to understand what the changes mean and made poor decisions as a result.
This is of particular concern for Housing Associations with EU national tenants
with a significantly increased risk of rent arrears and tenancy insecurity. It will
also affect allocations procedures for Housing Associations worried about
allocating properties to EU nationals, even those who are working.

As we anticipated, following changes in the rules governing EU nationals’
right to reside, the demand for Welfare Rights advice increased considerably
this year accounting for 53% of all enquiries. Applications for Tax Credits
continued to be painfully slow and require regular follow up, mandatory
reconsiderations and appeals.
We recorded an increase in income for our service users of £179342.40 this
year from feedback we got from 57% of the applications we helped with.
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The team’s knowledge of a wide range of other areas from housing and
homelessness law to self-employment and utilities means service users can
come to us for high quality multilingual advice on a range of essential services.
Who uses our services?
• 16 nationalities (60% Romanians, 16% Estonians, 14% Latvians) Polish,
Lithuanian, Russian, Spanish, Ukrainian, Portuguese, Swedish, Belgian,
Italian, Norwegian, Grey Estonian, Finnish, Bulgarian.
• 13 Ethnicities - 55% Romanian Roma, 21% Russian, 5% Latvian, Estonian,
Lithuanian, Polish, African, Ukrainian, Indian, Spanish, Lithuanian Roma,
Finnish, Bulgarian.
• Speaking 20 preferred languages - 40% Romanian, 28% Russian, 20%
Romani, Latvian, Polish, Estonian, Spanish, Portuguese, Lithuanian,
Arabic, French, Bantu, Lingala, Swahili, Ukrainian, Punjabi, Konkani,
English, Lithuanian Romani, Finnish, Bulgarian.
67% of our service users are 45 years old or younger and 64% have children,
making a positive difference to Scotland’s ageing demographic.
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Training and working with other agencies
We provided open course training on EU Rights to 25 delegates from 14
organisations and training on Refugees and Asylum Seekers Rights to 15
delegates from 10 organisations. We delivered in-house training on Equality
and Diversity to 21 delegates from Dunedin Canmore Housing Association
and Lanarkshire Action on Mental Health and a half day in-house training
on Cultural Awareness to 16 delegates from Lanarkshire Action on Mental
Health.
We gave a briefing on key issues of our work and needs of EU and Refugee
service users to 17 Loretto Care caseworkers and delivered 2 briefings on
Equality and Diversity to around 200 Caledonia Housing Association workers
at their staff conference.
Our EU course has been adapted considerably to take account of the change
in rights for Romanian and Bulgarian nationals, raft of legislative changes to
right to reside rules, access to Job Seekers Allowance, Child Benefit, Tax
Credits and Housing Benefit since the start of 2014.
We responded to 89 telephone and email enquiries about European Union
nationals’ right to reside in the UK, 67 from 3rd Sector organisations and 22
from Local Authorities.
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London, England 2015: Zaher, a homeless Syrian refugee, in
the home of one of our 2,100 volunteers at Room for Refugees
(www.roomforrefugees.com)
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Daniela – Year 3
We have followed Daniela’s case throughout our three year funding period.
In the first year we worked with her to secure her self-employment and apply
for tax credits and housing benefit to lift her and her children out of poverty;
last year we saw this security taken away as HMRC Tax Credits compliance
refused to accept the evidence she provided about her family situation and
work.
The Tax Credits review carried on until August, when her claim was cancelled
and she was sent a bill for over £30,000 for the tax credits she had been paid
for the previous years. Due to the relentless demands for paperwork and
confirmation of her income, Daniela’s main client decided to stop offering
her cleaning work, leaving her once again dependant on selling Big Issue.
As her income more than halved, her working hours doubled and her costs
increased as she travelled outside Glasgow to her pitch.
It took two months to start building up the business as regular buyers got to
know her and for the first month she was earning less than £50 a week to
live on with her 3 children. We helped her again to make a new application
for Tax Credits in September. The claim was refused in December on the
basis that she was not earning enough to satisfy the new Minimum Earnings
Threshold and indicate her work was “genuine and effective”. We helped
her make a mandatory reconsideration and provide further evidence of her
steadily increasing income as she built up her business.
With no answer in mid-March we called HMRC Tax Credits Compliance to
ask for an update and were told the original decision had been upheld and a
decision letter would be sent out. At this point Daniela was really struggling,
6 months after her application, living on her big issue earnings and Child
Benefit alone and borrowing money from family to pay her rent. We started
to write an appeal and Daniela prepared herself to survive until the tribunal
hearing.
The following week we called HMRC to ask for a new Tax Credits application
pack and, out of the blue, were told that the refusal of the mandatory
reconsideration had been reconsidered and a payment would be issued
backdated to September.
Daniela waited for the decision letter and backdated payment until the end of
April 2015. When we called this time we were told that they had sent letters
to a different address and that a different team were dealing with these cases
now. At the beginning of May, at last we were able to speak to someone
able to finally deal with the case. After 9 months, finally a payment of almost
£7000 was made. Although no one would explain why the decision had been
changed, we were also told a review had been made of the overpayment
of tax credits from 2012-14 and the demand for the return of more than
£30,000 had been over-ruled.
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Daniela told us “The last year has been terrible and my children have suffered
again for no reason. I’m grateful for the help I get from the government but
I feel like I’ve been treated like a criminal for the last year when all I’ve done
is asked for what the law says I should get. I always did my best to give
them papers and I don’t know why they make it so difficult. If we didn’t have
support from you, I would have given up.
It’s a big relief that I don’t have a huge debt over me but I’ve been through this
before and just when I think things are going ok the problems start again. It’s
not right that they can treat us like that. How are we supposed to live normal
lives like this?”
Gladiol and Laura
Gladiol and Laura moved to Glasgow with their family to find work in August
2014. With the help of a cousin, they found a two bedroom flat in Govanhill
for themselves, their eight children and two grandchildren.
They lived from savings and with help from family while they looked for work
but Gladiol was only able to find a few hours of casual work here and there.
After 3 months they were able to sign on for Jobseekers Allowance (JSA) but,
due to legislation brought in in 2014, were not entitled to Housing Benefit.
When we met the family at our drop-in they were surviving on around £120
per week JSA and borrowing money for rent. To make things more worrying
we had to tell them that their JSA would be subject to the “Genuine Prospect
of Work” test after 91 days – in effect their JSA would then stop unless they
could show they had a job offer and start date within 3 months. As precarious
as their situation was, it was likely to get worse without urgent action.
We helped them apply to HMRC for Child Benefit and Tax Credits on the
basis of their right to reside as jobseekers and also made arrangements with
the Southern General maternity unit to see their daughter who was over 7
months pregnant and hadn’t yet had a scan. Just in time, before his JSA
was due to stop, Gladiol found a cleaning job for 20 hours per week and
we helped him tell HMRC of his change of circumstances. As a worker he
was entitled to Housing Benefit, so we helped him make this application too.
Unfortunately, if predictably, their applications for both Tax Credits and Child
Benefit were refused, despite being relatively simple to verify as a jobseeker.
We have helped them make mandatory reconsiderations for both applications
but in the meantime his family are surviving on his income of around £600 per
month, just enough to pay for food and basics – each month they wait for
the decisions on their claims, the further into debt they fall, borrowing money
for rent while they wait.
“Actually when we met you first we didn’t know the danger we were in. We
came to work here - I don’t know anything about what benefits you can get
and how to do it. If we hadn’t come to you, I don’t know where we’d be. It’s
expensive to live here and all our money goes for food. I’m looking for more
work but it’s difficult when you’re new.”
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Liidia
An employment agency brought me to Scotland to work in a factory in 2007.
No English, disorientated by hard work and poor living condition I knew
nothing about life in the UK. I spent a fortune on interpreters and “helpers”. It
was so difficult to understand anything, any letter caused distress.

Not only my eyesight is almost gone, on top of that in November 2014 I had
cancer surgery. After spending several months in hospital they discharged
me from the hospital hopelessly disabled. No relatives to look after me, no
social care around, completely ignored by my GP! I did not have a bath for 7
months after surgery. Sometime there was no basic food in the house.

Since I found Lia at Positive Action I felt so relieved that I did not have to face
my problems alone.

To make a long story short: it was Lia who visited me every week; contacted
the company which provides special medical food to insure regular deliveries;
contacted the local council to lay the carpet to make floor safer to walk;
made referrals to Social Work to get careers to come every day; insisted on
GP’s regular home visits with interpreter; referred me to Money Skills Project
to sort out my disability benefits; taught me how to use internet to pay my
bills, to top up phone and to order food. Not to mention tens of telephone
calls made, endless papers translated and dealt with.
I could have died alone in my bed if not for you and few of my friends who
stepped in, helped me at most difficult time and keep supporting me now. I
am grateful to everyone!

When I retired in 2012, you helped me to sort out my pension and to apply
for housing. I no longer needed to share temporary flats with 2-3 strangers or
to move from place to place every 6 months.
By the time I retired I began losing my sight and needed serious medical
attention but my GP refused to provide interpreter for appointments.
Someone may think it is not a big deal but I would have stayed without
medical help if you did not phone to GP manager and other surgeries and
made them give me interpreter when needed.
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Glasgow, Scotland, October 2015: Arisema studies in her
room at Mary’s home www.roomforrefugees.com
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Gladiol and Laura
“We were very poor back home, lived in an old house with
two rooms. It was freezing in winter - we couldn’t buy fire
wood to light the fire. We moved to Glasgow because my
brothers are here and had found work.
We don’t speak much English and couldn’t manage
paperwork. I found out about my rights from NMAP and how
to put me kids through school and nursery.
Life’s better here – my children are going to school and don’t
come home after an hour or so like they did back home – they
like school, they’re learning English and making friends. We’re
happy here, we have food and my children have clothes.
We want to stay in Glasgow because we like it here. I take
my seven small kids and grandkids to Queens Park every
Sunday, they love it. I get to work and look after all my family.”
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Money Skills Project
The Money Skills Project offers a free, independent multilingual advice service
to people from BME, refugee and migrant communities through drop-ins
and outreach, financial literacy workshops and a volunteer development
programme targeting different communities. The project accepts referrals
from our members and others, and signposts service users too.
The project empowers and equip financially and socially marginalised
individuals and families from BME, refugee and new migrant communities in
Glasgow with the advice, resources and skills to achieve long term economic
independence. It also aims to enable service users to break out of the poverty
cycle and achieve long term financial stability. By tackling economic and
financial issues, the Project tackles one of the root causes of homelessness
and insecurity of tenure, enabling service-users to break out of the poverty
cycle and achieve stability and security for current and future generations.
The Money Skills Project is a full member of Advice UK. Membership
demonstrates compliance on equal opportunities, complaints, confidentiality,
accountability to the community and other best practice policies and
procedures.
Sraboni Bhattacharya, the Project Manager, leads a team of 3 Money Skills
Advisers, Charles Gichago, Mary Yeawan Chau and Marina Belokurov. The team
are multilingual, between them speaking no less than 11 languages including:
English, Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu, Bengali, Cantonese Hakka, Russian, Hebrew,
German and Swahili. The team also has access to freelance interpreters.
In order to increase capacity we recruited and trained 6 multi-lingual volunteers
who were provided in-depth training as well as shadowing opportunities
to give hands-on work experience. Volunteers were also given training
on financial capability skills by Money Advice Scotland, e.g. Budgeting,
savings, borrowing, understanding insurance and taxes. Citizens Advice
Bureau also provided training on Understanding Benefits, Social Funds, Tax
Credits and Personal Independence payments. We want to say thank you
to Irene Matrejeva, Bunmi Olowolagba, Fiona Chan, Marius Kilukas, Chidem
Enkeshafi and Noha Shama.
In June 2014 the Money Skills Project won the prestigious Yorkshire and
Clydesdale Bank ‘Spirit of the Community Awards’ in recognition of vital
contribution that the Money Skills Project makes to its local communities
at grassroots level. This is a fitting testimony to the work of the Money Skills
Project in its first three years of existence.
In October 2014, the project went on to win the Financial Capability award
from the Council for Ethnic Minority Voluntary Organisations.
An external evaluation carried out in 2014 found that the project is “vibrant,
well set up, reflects an identified need and has met and even surpassed its
targets in delivering its objectives. It is well run and administered. The staff
team work together as evidenced by the progress made at the Project, and
also from the feedback we have received from various agencies, and from
interviews carried out with staff themselves.”
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Key results
• Provided money advice and/or financial skills training to 313 service users
(340 in 2014) from 41 different ethnic groups including Chinese (32%),
Latvian (22%) Estonian (6%) Lithuanian (3%) Indian (2.6%), Nigerian
(2.6%), Somalian (2.6%), Iraqi (2.2%), Romanian (2.2%), Malaysian (1.8%),
Pakistani (1.8%), Russian (1.8%), Polish (1.5%), Eritrean (1.1%), Kurdish
(1.1%), Sudanese (1.1%), Iranian (1.1%), Syrian (1.1%), Other (10%).
• The number of service users living below income support levels fell by
8% from 33% to 25%. By comparison, in 2014, the number living below
income support levels fell from 40% to 33%.
• The project maximized its clients incomes by a total of £281,792.72 during
the year.
o Money raised by Increase in Income for clients through benefits
entitlements and savings in outgoings was £227k. This includes
increase in income through housing benefit, Employment Support
Allowance, Job seekers allowance, working tax and child tax
credits, Personal Independence payments, Pensions, Council tax
rebates, saving on utility bills.
o Clients were able to reduce their debts by £39k during the year by
reducing rent arrears, utility debts, negotiations with creditors, debt
payment arrangements.
o Money raised through Grants and Loans accessed by service
users £15,000. These include Charity grants, Social Welfare
Funds, Warm home discounts
• 93 (out of 266 service users) 34% of service users experienced an increase
in income as a result of approaching the project.
• 67 (25%) service users reduced outgoings by switching to cheaper credit
cards or utility providers
• 50 (19%) had the cost of their debt reduced
• 48 (18%) Service users had their rent arrears reduced
• 37 (14%) service users saved money on utility bills.
• 37 (14%) service users were able to access grants and funds
• (50 ) 19% of clients experienced a reduction in overall debt and/or money
owed.
During the year, the project received 258 referrals.
• 49% (126 out of 258 referrals) were through word of mouth.
• 29% (74) were internal referrals.
• We also received referrals from other BME organisations, Jobs and
Business Glasgow, Glasgow West Regeneration agency, SAMH and NG
Homes.
• The project delivered 48 drop in advice surgeries and 70 outreach
surgeries provided within different BME communities. Since Feb 2015,
we provided 3 surgeries for the Romanian Roma community. We also
provided 5 financial skills workshops and an Energy Best Deal Session for
our clients and the Russian speaking community in Hamilton.
Looking ahead
The Money Skills Project is an important part of the work we do to challenge
poverty. We are now actively fundraising to secure the future of the project.
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Sraboni Bhattacharya, Project Leader of the Money Skills
Team.
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Challenging Energy Providers
The project offers advice and information on a range of financial issues.
Advisers come across challenging situations where they have taken the role
of an advocate for the client, to be their voice and to make sure that their
rights are being upheld. Our staff have assisted service users facing major
billing problems by energy suppliers such as back-bills relating to energy
usage from long ago . Advisers have challenged Energy providers under
Energy UK Code of Practice for Accurate Bills to assist vulnerable fuel poor
clients.

Mark, 39, is from Estonia. He came to us seeking help with a utility debt of
£4800 to his energy provider .He was trying to resolve this for the last 4 years
without any success despite numerous e-mails and phone calls.
Mark moved to his rented flat in 2012. His rent agreement bound him to sign
up for a contract with Spark Energy. His bills were initially very low and Mark
decided to contact the company to find out if they were correct. He also
suspected that the meter was not working properly. Eventually, the company
sent him an engineer who confirmed the meter was in fact faulty. However,
nothing was done to replace it; the company continued issuing bills which
were too low or too high.
When Mark moved out two years later from the flat, he requested a final bill
and received one for £4800 which came along with a collector’s notice. He
decided to take the matter to a lawyer but it remained unresolved.
We lodged a complaint with the company and asked for the balance to
be written off. Although Spark Energy suggested re-calculating the bill,
we insisted and the final bill was cancelled. After much negotiations, the
company sent a confirmation that Mark’s utility debt was waived off. Mark
was also given a compensation of £100 for the stress and anxiety he had to
go through.
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The Warm Home Discount (WHD) scheme came into operation on 1 April
2011 and requires domestic energy suppliers to provide approximately £1.13
billion of direct and indirect support arrangements to fuel poor customers
over four years. One of the findings of the Turn2us ‘Cut out the Cold’
campaign research was that 70% of families surveyed had never heard of
the Warm Home Discount. To assist our service users, Money Skills staff
assess eligibility of clients to such grants and discounts but accessing these
funds for eligible fuel poor clients are not without challenges.

Lidia is from Latvia and has recently retired after working in the UK for 8 years.
With our assistance she managed to get through all her entitlements and
is now enjoying her retirement. We were really pleased to hear about Lidia’
Pension Credit and Personal Independence Payment and are confident that
with full benefit entitlement in place she would be able to make the most of
it. However one of the applications we helped Lidia with last year was Warm
Home Discount, which would help keep her warm in winter. Unfortunately,
Lidia’s energy provider, did not credit the discount to Lidia’s account by the end
of the heating season 2013/2014. Despite many calls and letters from our side
,the Energy provider would not react and were adamant that the discount went
to client’s account although it clearly did not. In November 2014 we wrote a
complaint to Energy Ombudsman and 2 months later a decision was received
that the provider should credit Lidia’s account with Warm Home Discount for
2 seasons at the amount of £280. In addition, the company had to pay Lidia
£30 for poor customer service. Lidia was very pleased with the outcome. With
the appropriate support now in place it means Lidia is able to continue happily
residing in the home that she loves.
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Impact of new EEA (European Economic Area) Regulations on benefit
entitlements
Since 2013 the definition of job seeker has changed three times in the EEA
regulations thus restricting access to jobseekers allowance and housing
benefits and limiting the period of entitlement for EEA Nationals.
From 10 November 2014, if an EEA National becomes a jobseeker after living
in the UK for more than three months with a different status, for example,
as a student, they will only receive income-based jobseeker’s allowance for
three months.
From 9 May 2015 EEA Nationals will also be subject to the ‘Genuine Prospect
of Work Assessment’ if their claim for income-based jobseeker’s allowance
started before 1 January 2014. Money skills staff have seen an increase in
the number of clients facing destitution as a result of this new regulation but
the options available to assist them are very limited.
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We helped Algis to apply for Crisis Grant, a payment which he received within
48 hours. However his health remained unstable and he struggled to cope
.He had to be hospitalised for treatment of a PTSD outbreak which was
triggered due to stress and depression. After discharge from the hospital he
had no money at all and returned to us for further help. We applied for another
Crisis Grant and are working on Employment and Support Allowance and
Personal Independence Payment for him. Algis is now trying to re-establish
his life and live independently.
Difficulties faced by New Refugees during Transition
Moving from asylum to mainstream support involves a complex administrative
process. To allow time for this transition to occur asylum support continues
for 28 days after grant of leave to remain.A report ‘The Move-on period:an
ordeal for new refugees’ published by British Red Cross last year concludes
that moving from asylum support to mainstream benefits and employment is
a real ordeal for new refugees- and usually takes much longer than the 28
day ‘grace period’ given by the government.As a result,many new refugees-if
not the majority- become destitute.
There are a range of factors and multiple barriers faced by new refugees that
affect the process of applying to benefits.These include delay in receiving
benefit applicaions,misunderstanding how the system works,language
barriers,,delay in receiving the determination of asylum claim letter,incorrect
decisions by Job Centre Plus,not knowing what information is required
upfront,change of address after applying for benefits,wrong guidance by
Job Centre Plus.It has been found that the waiting time could take from
one month to three months before benefits applications are processed.
Language barriers lead to misunderstanding and wrong decisions impacts
on the applcation process for benefits ,council tax and other discounts . We
strongly uphold the call for an integrated way of working between the home
office,the Department of Work and Pensions,Job cenre Plus and charities
working with refugees in the move-on period.

Algis is from Lithuania and arrived in the UK in 2008. He suffered from PostTraumatic Stress Disorder since 1981 after serving in the Soviet army in
Afghanistan. Although Algis tried to stay in employment in the UK, he had to
leave the jobs he started due to outbreaks of his PTSD.
His entitlement to job seeker’s allowance was restricted due to the new
regulation on EEA Nationals. Algis came to us in February 2015 when his
Jobseekers Allowance was stopped after failing Genuine Prospect of Work
test, despite his every effort to find a job. Algis had no means to exist on and
was managing with the help of food banks. He had no heating in his flat and
struggled to make both ends meet.
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Lois came to Positive Action in Housing in September 2013 seeking
assistance as she had applied for leave to remain and was still awaiting a
decision. Lois had lived in the UK for the last 10 years and has 5 dependant
children whom she had supported while working for 5 years until her visa
elapsed .This meant she was unable to work until she received her leave to
remain. She initially sought the services of a solicitor who took her money
but never submitted her application for leave to remain. Eventually after not
being able to get in contact with him she contacted another lawyer after
which she was sent a letter by the Home Office informing her that she was
classed as an over stayer in the UK. This meant that she was facing more
hardship as she had no access to benefit and she was unable to work.
As Lois had worked in the UK for about 5 years we decided to make a
claim for contribution based JSA for her. When Lois attended the Jobcentre
the staff who were processing the claim thought she was claiming Income
based JSA and hence rejected her claim. When we tried to request a
reconsideration of the decision the DWP had already closed the application
and they requested a new application to be submitted. To pursue her Leave
to Remain application client submitted a new claim which was granted to her
but with restrictions on accessing public funds.
As client was struggling financially and accrued rent arrears and debts, we
made an application to the St Martins Vicar’s Relief Fund who awarded Lois
£250. We also advised her to speak to her solicitor and request a judicial
review requesting she be allowed access to public funds, as the home office
should not have awarded her leave to remain without access to public funds
due to her circumstances. Client’s leave to remain was amended after two
weeks and she was allowed access to public funds. After the decision we
made a claim for Jobseekers Allowance, Housing & council tax benefit and
child benefit, and requested an application to be sent to her address for
child tax credit. Client has received awards for JSA, HB&CTB, and child
benefit but she is still to receive child tax credit as they are still conducting
a few checks. Her HB award currently has deductions for non-dependants
as she has two children over the age of 18. We submitted an application for
discretionary housing payments for the client as she is struggling to make
rent payments. She has managed to clear off most of the rent arrears .
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Shui and her husband approached our services for a benefits check . The
family had recently obtained Leave to Remain and were new to applying for
benefits .After checking their entitlements, we assisted them to apply for tax
credits. We assisted Shui to draw up a budgeting plan to help her manage
her finances better.
Shui managed to find a kitchen assistant’s job .She tried to fill out forms
and report changes to various agencies where possible. However she
had trouble getting through security due to poor English. Due to delayed
communication with agencies, Shui was charged for full rent and Council Tax
while both she and her husband were working part-time. We intervened and
dealt with council and were able to correct her housing benefit entitlements
and Council Tax payments.
Shui also mentioned that she found gas and energy expensive and had not
put on any heating in winter. We advised her about switching to cheaper
providers and saving energy which helped her to keep on top of her fuel bills.
In April 2014 it came to our notice that her tax credit was discontinued.
The family were extremely stressed about letters from debt companies
notifying of amounts to be paid back towards tax credit over payments which
added up to over £11,000. Our adviser investigated to find that this was an
error in calculation by the HMRC compliance team. A couple with children
are entitled to tax credits if they work 24 hours, with at least one partner
working 16 hours. HMRC disagreed with their entitlement. We appealed
and challenged stating the benefit regulations, providing all the evidence and
supporting documents. The process was tough and lengthy but in the end
we succeeded in our challenge. In the beginning of 2015, Shui and her family
were extremely relieved to be cleared of all the debts after HMRC agreed with
their entitlement and accepted their error in tax credit calculation.
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Halal Food Bank
Key Results
• Our food bank has been running for over two years.
• In 2015, we gave out 1,344 food packs to an average of 112 service users
each month.
• 1,238 adults and 110 children benefitted from the food bank.
• People from 45 different countries of origin accessed the food bank.
• 96% of service users are asylum seekers. 3% are refugees. 1% are EU
Nationals.
• 60% of service users are Iranian, followed by Eritrean (10%), Kuwait (3%),
Syria (3%) and Zimbabwe (3%).
• 100% of service users at our foodbank are living well below the official
poverty line4.
We receive no funding to run the bank and rely on individual donations. So
we are grateful to Jewish and Muslim communities for their support and
to the many people who hauled bags of groceries. We receive fortnightly
donations from Glasgow Central Mosque and Feed Glasgow. They also send
us online grocery deliveries once a week at our office and this has been a
good way of getting food supplies donated. Twice a year, at Eid, our service
users receive fresh halal meat. These provisions, include useful and essential
items such as rice, pasta, tins of chopped tomatoes, chick peas, and soups,
UHT milk, biscuits, fresh fruit, and more. Unfortunately, food runs out within a
couple of days people do go without.
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Looking ahead
In 2016, we need funds for a part time food bank coordinator who is
responsible for sourcing free food, monitoring the number of food packs and
the reasons for giving out these food packs. Volunteers could also assist.
We will be seeking funding for a worker and running costs. Watch this space!
We envisage that more people will access the service, especially those on
low incomes, without access to benefits, and those impoverished by rent
arrears and fuel debt.
If you want to donate to the food bank, why not club together with other
volunteers to donate food via a supermarket through online deliveries. We
prefer deliveries to arrive on a Tuesday. If you are interested in doing this
please email home@paih.org.
96% of service users are asylum seekers (including refused asylum seekers)
3% are refugees
1% are EU Nationals.

4 Each year, the Government publishes a survey of income poverty in the UK called
Households Below Average income (HBAI) This survey sets the poverty line in
the UK at 60 per cent of the median UK household income. In other words, if a
household’s income is less than 60 per cent of this average, HBAI considers them
to be living in poverty.

Razgar Hassan, Admin Manager and Charles, Money skills advisor,
pick up donations from Joanne Hyman on behalf of Glasgow’s Jewish
community and the pupils of Calderwood Lodge Primary.
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Campaigns and Appeals
Anti racist work
Throughout the year, Positive Action in Housing supported and widely
publicised a number of anti-racist and anti-fascist demonstrations organised
by Unite against Fascism and the Glasgow Campaign to Welcome Refugees.
Demonstrations took place in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen.
The protests took place to show opposition to the presence of extreme right
wing groups spreading hate in our communities.
Liverpool travel decision
We also focussed attention on the Government’s attempts to force
impoverished and destitute people from refugee communities to travel
hundreds of miles to lodge appeals in Liverpool, England. In January 2015 the
home Office planned to change the asylum system so that anyone appealing
to stay in the UK would have to turn up in person in Liverpool to meet with
immigration officials. The move was put on hold after a storm of criticism
from this charity, lawyers, Scottish ministers and Liverpool City Council. But
a couple of months later, it became clear that the Home Office intended
to press ahead with the change despite legal challenges by Liverpool City
Council and a Glasgow-based solicitor. The new rules affect asylum seekers
who have had their initial application rejected, but want to submit fresh
support for their case - such as proof that they would be persecuted if they
return to their home country. Previously, documents could be submitted by
post or at a local immigration centre. Expenses for the journey to Liverpool
will not be provided for the asylum seekers who have already had all financial
support withdrawn and are not allowed to work. For those living in Scotland
the prospect of forced travel to Liverpool means that they are unlikely to ever
be able to submit further evidence. The Liverpool travel policy represents a
breach of natural justice and people’s basic human rights. It is an attempt
by the UK Government to prevent asylum seekers from getting the right to
remain in this country. One of our members, Glasgow-based lawyer Fraser
Latta said he planned to legally challenge the policy, saying that it would
“significantly impact upon some of the most vulnerable people within our
society, and that the proposed change was potentially unlawful.”
Destitution appeal
In addition to our campaigning work, we ran regular appeals to raise money
for our emergency hardship fund. The gives out crisis grants to those who
are forced into destitution by the UK government in order to force them
to return to their countries of origin, this includes Syria, Palestine, Iraq
and Afghanistan, where safe return is humanly impossible. It goes without
saying, few people take up the option of return to certain death. We gave
out crisis grants to families, women, the elderly, and men who stayed at the
local night shelter. A small weekly payment for food is also give out to those
who are accommodated by our refugee hosts in their own homes, a scheme
pioneered by Positive Action in Housing. We also launch an annual winter
destitution appeal which gets good news coverage, and see around 220
people over two days.
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Training
Positive Action in Housing’s Equality and Diversity training programme was
delivered to registered social landlords, Statutory Bodies and voluntary
organisations across Scotland. The training equips service providers with
the knowledge and tools to ensure equal access to mainstream services
for BME communities.
We delivered in house and open courses to 261 delegates from 27
different organisations, in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Ayrshire, Aberdeenshire
and Dundee. These include local authorities, voluntary organisations,
registered social landlords and statutory organisations on the topics of:
• EU Migrants – rights and responsibilities
• Rights of refugees and asylum seekers
• Equality and diversity
The return evaluations demonstrate a high level of satisfaction with the
training and most delegates reporting that they felt motivated to apply
their learning at work.
We delivered sessions
We continued to assist registered social landlords and local authorities to
update their equal opportunities policies, equality action plans and how
to conduct Equality Impact Assessments through training their staff and
viewing their current policies. We provided staff with skills and knowledge
around community engagement and cultural awareness to help them
deliver high quality services to members of BME communities.
Looking ahead
We are looking at quicker and easier methods of training evaluations as
well as identifying funding for a training officer post.
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“Content
was
very
informative and interesting
and useful for my role”
“Brilliant and great to
know where to send people
for some advice”
“exercises useful and made
course interactive. Slides
beneficial to refer back to”
“good handouts and very
interesting group work and
discussions”
“informative and enjoyable
course well-presented. I
enjoyed the study day”
We delivered a half day
course on Welfare Reform
to 5 delegates from 3
organisations.
“great trainers - so much
more to learn”
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47
Glasgow, Scotland, Hamza settles in with his new hosts until
his caseworker at Positive Action can help him resolve his
legal status and begin to make a future for himself.

a n n u a l

Scottish Ethnic
Minorities Directory
The Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory is produced annually and
lists hundreds of Black & Minority Ethnic, Refugee and New Migrant
organisations, groups and projects across Scotland.

r e p o r t

Equality and Diversity
Wallplanner
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Southside House, 135 Fifty Pitches Road,
Glasgow G51 4EB
Tel: 0141 422 1112 • Fax: 0141 424 3327

31 Garmouth Street, Glasgow G51 3PR
Tel: 0141 440 2244 Email: admin@elderpark.org
Website: www.elderpark.org

E-mail: enquiries@southside-ha.co.uk
Web: www.southside-ha.org

:LVK\RXDQHQJDJLQJDQG
SDUWLFLSDWLYH
:HDUHSOHDVHGWRVXSSRUW
3RVLWLYH$FWLRQLQ+RXVLQJ
ZZZUHJLRQDOQHWZRUNVRUJXN

Glen strives to be a forward looking, professional and
approachable provider of good quality housing,
working with others to create attractive communities
that people want to and can afford to, live in

84 Carlton Place, Glasgow, G5 9TD
Telephone: 0141 429 8166 Fax: 0141 420 1337

We are pleased to support the work of PAIH Ltd

as individual as you
³+HEULGHDQ+RXVLQJ3DUWQHUVKLS
DUHFRPPLWWHGWRSXWWLQJSDUWQHUVKLS
DWWKHKHDUWRIKRXVLQJ´

99 High Street Lanark
ML11 6LN
Tel: 01555 665316
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Sikh Sanjog, 130/12/13 Leith Walk
Edinburgh EH6 5DT
www.punjabijunction.org
Tel: 0131 553 4737
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facebook.com/scottishrefugeecouncil

Donate to the Refugee Assistance Appeal by text Text RFGE31 and the amount you want to give to 70070.

122-124 Leith Walk
Edinburgh EH6 5DT
07865 895 022 or
0131 281 0159

UNITE the union, John Smith House, 145 West Regent Street, G2 4RZ Tel 0845 604 4384
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Find out more: www.scottishrefugeecouncil.org.uk

UNITE is Britain’s biggest trade union - a union with democratic principles, progressive politics and a global vision. For the first time most private-sector trade unionists
in Britain are in one union. Unite is a growing force in the public sector too.
To join or for more information contact either of the following Regional Officer AllanCameron@unitetheunion.org.uk
Branch Secretary David Edwards - de6251@virginmedia.com

“Where communities thrive”

KEY, KEY Community Supports and KEY Housing
are names used by KEY Housing Association Ltd, a
charity registered in Scotland, charity no SC006652

Building a better future with refugees in Scotland

The UNITE Housing Branch has 1,200 members and negotiates salaries, conditions and other employment issues in the Scottish Housing Association sector.
UNITE campaigns for more public funding for social housing and works with tenants
and committees to achieve this aim.

www.glenoaks.org.uk
email: go@glenoaks.org.uk
Tel: 0141 638 0999

ZZZKHEULGHDQKRXVLQJFRXN
ZZZZLIWUDRUJ

To discover what KEY
can do for you, call us
on 0141-342 1890 or
email, hello@key.org.uk

TUE

SCOTTISH HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS & CO-OPS BRANCH
The union for all Scotland's Housing Association staff

+HEULGHDQ+RXVLQJ3DUWQHUVKLSDQG7KH
:HVWHUQ,VOHV)RUXPDUHSOHDVHGWR
VXSSRUW3RVLWLYH$FWLRQLQ+RXVLQJLQ
WKHLUYLWDOZRUN

"Excellent housing services and quality
homes - at fair prices - now and in the future"
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We believe in fairness and equality,
respect and acceptance, dignity and
pride – without exception.

COPFS (Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service) plays a
pivotal part in the justice system, working with others to make
Scotland safe from crime, disorder and danger. The public
interest is at the heart of all we do as independent prosecutors.
We take into account the diverse needs of victims, witnesses,
communities and the rights of those accused of crime.
The Crown Office,
25 Chambers Street,
Edinburgh EH1 1LA
Tel 0844 561 3000

Refugee Week Scotland Festival: 15-21 June 2015
Scottish Charity Number: SC008639
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We promote the work of housing
associations and co-operatives across
Scotland, who provide housing for over
250,000 households.
www.sfha.co.uk
Twitter @sfha_hq

We’re Housing Scotland

N
H

OU
SING

ORE VALLEY HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD

Excellent housing,
vibrant communities.
Queens Cross Housing Association
45 Firhill Road, Glasgow G20 7BE
Telephone: 0141-945 3003 Website: www.qcha.org.uk
Email: contactus@qcha.org.uk

Albyn Housing Society Ltd is a major provider
of affordable homes for rent and low cost sale
across the Highlands, working with communities
to meet their housing priorities and developing
award-winning housing projects.

C I AT I O

PROUD TO BE
QUEENS CROSS

SO

www.sfha.co.uk

The SFHA is the national voice
and advocate of Scotland’s housing
associations and co-operatives.

AS

The Directory is free to our members, and available to all others at a cost
of £27.50 (incl p&p). All proceeds go to our humanitarian work. To place
your order please email your contact and invoice details to home@paih.
org. Bulk discounts are also available.

Southside Housing Association is pleased to
support Positive Action in Housing

Elderpark Housing Association is pleased to support the
work of Positive Action in Housing Scotland
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ZZZDUNOHWRUJXN
 $UNOHW+RXVLQJ$VVRFLDWLRQ%DUUODQG&RXUW%DUUODQG'ULYH*LIIQRFN*4'

7KH5HJLVWHUHG7HQDQW
2UJDQLVDWLRQ5HJLRQDO1HWZRUNV

Livingstone Brown is a leading firm of
Scottish solicitors. Based in Glasgow, but
dealing with cases around the country,
the firm has been at the forefront of legal
service provision for over twenty five
years. Our aim is to give our clients the
standard of care which they deserve. We know how
difficult it is when you have no one else to turn to, and
aim to give our clients the solace they need. Furthermore,
if you qualify for legal aid, then you are not liable to make
any payment for the cost of your fees. We have extensive
expertise in all areas of Immigration and Asylum.



$UNOHW+RXVLQJ$VVRFLDWLRQLVDFKDULWDEOH5HJLVWHUHG6RFLDO/DQGORUGWKDWKDVJURZQIURPHDUO\
LQLWLDWLYHVKRXVLQJSHRSOHLQQHHGIURPWKH-HZLVK&RPPXQLW\LQ6FRWODQGWRDQ$VVRFLDWLRQZKR
ZRUNVWRSURYLGHDFFHVVWRKRXVLQJIRUDOO$UNOHWSURYLGHVDUDQJHRIDFFRPPRGDWLRQIURP9HU\
6KHOWHUHG6KHOWHUHG$PHQLW\DQG0DLQVWUHDPSURSHUWLHVWKURXJKDUHDVLQ(DVW5HQIUHZVKLUH
6RXWKVLGHRI*ODVJRZDQG6RXWK/DQDUNVKLUH


Support




6W.HQWLJHUQV&KXUFK6W.HQWLJHUQV&RXUW
+RSH6WUHHW/DQDUN0//=

7HO
)D[
(PDLOPDLO#FO\GHVGDOHKRXVLQJRUJXN

3!8 37218'7,

There is no other accurate or up to date database of contacts within the
Voluntary and Non Profit sectors. There are many new organisations that
mainstream organisations will be unaware of. All in all it is a must-have
resource for anyone wanting to work more closely with diverse groups and
communities. No public body, housing provider, voluntary organisation
should be without it.

2 0 1 5

114-116 Station Road, Cardenden, Fife
E-mail ovha@orevalleyha.org.uk
Web Site www.orevalleyha.org.uk
Telephone No. 01592 721917

Delivering the Best Possible Service
for our Communities.
PROMOTING EQUALITY & DIVERSITY IN FIFE
Ore Valley Housing Association is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing.

Glasgow Council for
the Voluntary Sector
GCVS is the main development agency for the
voluntary and community sector in Glasgow and
a core partner in Glasgow’s Third Sector Interface.
If you are a voluntary or community organisation
we are here to help you. Visit us at:

www.gcvs.org.uk

Main Office and Customer
Services North:
98-104 High Street,
Invergordon, Ross-shire IV18 0DL
T: 01349 852978
F: 01349 853859
E: office@albynhousing.org.uk
Customer Services South:
68 MacLennan Crescent,
Inverness, IV3 8DN
T: 01463 712516
F: 01463 242590
Low Cost Home Ownership
Enquiries:
T: 01463 701271

We’re one of Scotland's biggest
colleges with a diverse, friendly
staff and student community.
The college offers a wide range
of specialist courses which are
continually updated to help you
achieve your full potential.

A Scottish Charity: SC027123

www.cityofglasgowcollege.ac.uk

VOX is a National Mental Health Service User Led organisation,
we work in partnership with mental health and related services
to ensure that service users get every opportunity to contribute
positively to changes in the services that serve them and
wider society.

Sign up for our fortnightly briefing

www.localpeopleleading.net

For more info, contact:
VOX-Voices of eXperience
c/o Mental Health Foundation, 5th Floor, Merchants House,
30 George Square Glasgow, G2 1EG • Tel: 0141 572 1663
E-mail info@voxscotland.org.uk • www.voxscotland.org.uk

ESSENTIAL
COVER
WHEREVER
YOU WORK
WORK

:RUULHGDERXW\RXUMRELQWRGD\¶V
XQFHUWDLQWLPHV",I\RXZRUNLQSXEOLF
VHUYLFHVRUIRUDSULYDWHFRPSDQ\
RUYROXQWDU\VHFWRURUJDQLVDWLRQ
SURYLGLQJSXEOLFVHUYLFHVQRZLVWKH
WLPHWRMRLQ81,621
)RUDVOLWWOHDV DPRQWKRXU
PHPEHUVJHW
DGYLFHVXSSRUWDQGKHOSDWZRUN
DKHOSOLQHWKDWLVRSHQXQWLOPLGQLJKW
OHJDOKHOSIRU\RXDWZRUNDQG
\RXUIDPLO\DWKRPH
¿QDQFLDODVVLVWDQFHDQGGHEWDGYLFH
FRPSHQVDWLRQIRUDFFLGHQWVDQG
LQMXULHVDWZRUN
H[FOXVLYHPHPEHUGLVFRXQWV

-RLQRQOLQHDWMRLQXQLVRQRUJRUFDOOIUHHRQ

81,621 HVVHQWLDOFRYHUIRU\RX
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Every year we produce an Equality & Diversity Wallplanner - an excellent
‘diversity tool’ to helps you plan meetings and events sensitively around the
main world faiths and United Nations World Days.
The wall-planner offers year round advertising with all profits going to our
humanitarian work. It is distributed across Scotland, to our members, minority
ethnic, refugee and new migrant groups and organisations, registered social
landlords, voluntary organisations, politicians and our funders and supporters.

2015-16
scottish ethnic minorities

DIRECTORY

Special thanks go to the following organisations who sponsored the
2015 publication:
Albyn Housing Society, AMECA Ayrshire Minority Ethnic communities
association, Arklet Housing Association, Barony Housing Association,
Clydesdale HA, Crisis UK, Crown Office, Gary Craig (Professor), GCVS,
Glasgow Association for Mental Health, Glasgow Kelvin College, Glen
HA, Glen Oaks HA, Health Opportunities, Hebridean Housing Partnership,
Hemat Gryffe Women’s aid, Key Housing Association, Livingstone Brown,
Loch Lomond & The trossachs, Mogwai, North Glasgow College, North
Glasgow Community Food Initiative, Police Scotland, Queens Cross HA,
RNIB, Scottish Community Alliance, Scottish Environmental Trust, Scottish
Women’s Aid, SFHA, Sikh Sanjog, South Ayrshire Care & Repair, South
Lanarkshire Council, The Action Group, The Glad Café, Thenue HA, Unison,
Unite the Union Scotland, VOX, Elderpark Housing Association, GHA Ltd/
Wheatley Group, Southside HA, N G HOMES, City of Glasgow College,
Hemat Gryffe Women’s aid, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Government
Regional Networks
And Loreburn HA
A full colour 70mm (h) x 90 mm (w) advertising space costs £325. Copies
are available at a cost of £15 each. To buy a copy or book an advert in the
2016 planner just email home@paih.org and we will reply straight away. The
Deadline for the 2016 planner is Monday November 23rd 2015.
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Room Hire
In 2015, 11 organisations regularly used our boardroom facilities. These
were:
•
Community Infosource
•
DTA Scotland
•
East Ayrshire Council
•
Foundation Scotland
•
Glasgow Disability Alliance
•
Inverclyde Council
•
North Ayrshire Council
•
Scottish Environmental Trust
•
Scottish Women’s Aid
•
University of Glasgow
•
West Dunbartonshire Council
Positive Action in Housing’s offices are in a convenient, central location in
the heart of Glasgow, a short walk from Central and Queen Street Stations,
and Buchanan St Underground. From here, we offer room hire during office
hours.
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QuickMail
QuickMail is a regular email bulletin of news, jobs, events and training
aimed at workers and volunteers within the voluntary sector, black
& minority ethnic, refugee and new migrant organisations, equality
organisations and social housing providers.
Our list of subscribers currently stands at 32,200, a 10% increase on the
previous year! This is probably the most socially diverse list in Scotland.
Quickmail is ideal for employers wishing to advertise jobs. It is also
excellent for getting news or events out to a Scotland wide audience. Job
adverts cost £250 each (free to members). Events listings up to 100 words
are free to community and unfunded groups.
All profits go towards our humanitarian work. You can contribute an item
for the News, Jobs or Events sections of QuickMail. Just email quickmail@
paih.org with your text and invoice details.
Looking ahead: the Quickmail newsletter is being reviewed and a new
version will be introduced in Autumn 2015.

Our boardroom seats up to 18 and, together with our break out space, can
be hired for meetings and training. All proceeds go towards our charitable
work.
Room hire facilities include:
• Wireless broadband
• TV/VCR
• Overhead/ Slide Projectors and Flip Chart
• Refreshments (teas, coffees, biscuits)
• Lunch to suit all diets
• Disability access
• Anything else you need that we can hire for you at extra cost.
To book rooms at Positive Action in Housing, just call the office manager on
0141 353 2220 or email home@paih.org
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Website and Social Media
Key results
• Website page views: 240,146
• Facebook fans: 1,948
• Twitter followers: 1,157
Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 33,411
visits in the last year, with pages being viewed over 240,146 times. Our
pages have been linked to from a wide variety of other sites – from major
newspapers and football clubs, to Mumsnet, many different churches and
refugee organisations.
The most popular document on our site was the “Destitution Project,
Information for Accommodation Volunteers” PDF, which was downloaded
2,560 times. The next most popular documents were a timetable for our
Drop-In and Outreach surgeries which was downloaded 760 times, and
our information for volunteers which was downloaded 447 times.
Social media played a very important role this year, helping us
communicate with our supporters. Our Facebook page has a very active
online community, with currently 1,948 fans http://www.facebook.com/
paihltd (compared to 1,246 in 2014). A typical Facebook post, made in
September 2015 publicising our Host a Refugee project and encouraging
donations to our European Refugee Crisis Appeal reached 9,632 people
and gained 444 Likes, 68 Comments & 98 Shares. We also have 1,157
followers on Twitter http://www.twitter.com/PositiveActionH (compared
to 758 in 2014).
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brocweb.com) for his continued support in developing and maintaining
our website, and John Stewart of Scottish Net (www.scottishnet.com) for
his invaluable assistance with hosting.
Looking ahead
Positive Action in Housing pioneered refugee hosting in 2004, but in
September 2015, the scheme went “viral” following the surge in public
support for refugees as a result of the Syria Refugee Crisis. We needed to
work smarter and are indebted to Josh Heald for working intuitively with
us to deliver Room for Refugees, which now has over 2,000 refugee hosts
across Scotland, the UK and in parts of Europe and the USA. We could not
achieve as much as we do without the commitment and dedication of our
IT team, Josh Heald, Robin Gillett (Brocweb), John Stewart (ScottishNet)
and Andrew May (Supportkey) who worked tirelessly outside normal
human hours to help this small charity to deliver big to those in greatest
need of support.

Organisational Analysis
Our charity is diversely represented at all levels.
This diversity helps us to ensure the needs of service users are addressed
in our projects, services and policy.

In January 2015 the site underwent a major re-design, moving to the
WordPress platform and using a streamlined template compatible with
more mobile and tablet devices, accessible to our users with disabilities
and compliant with modern web standards.
Security and stability of the site was a prime concern, and on several
occasions throughout the year our IT staff worked through the night to
block an organised series of attacks and bring the site back online for our
service users.
During 2015 we reached our highest level traffic yet, with the number
of unique website visitors increasing from 2,985 in August to 25,453 in
September 2015. Bandwidth more than tripled from 3.92 GB in August to
13.20 GB in September (in comparison with only 188.16 MB in September
2014).
Partly due to the aforementioned attacks, but also due to this very large
increase in our website traffic, we now utilise a content delivery network
(CDN) which delivers our pages, images and documents via servers
which are local to the user’s geographic location. This approach speeds
up the site for everyone and makes it harder for attackers to target our
distributed network.
We would like to thank Robin Gillett of Broccoli Web Design (www.
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Figures as of October 2015
Alice Glassey, Alison Swinfen, Allan Gilmour, Anu Roy, Atta, Charlotte,
Audrey Paterson, Barbara Love, Bunmi Olowolagba, Chidem Enkeshafi,
Colin MacDonald, David McLachlan, Dr Chris Robinson, Edith Facenna,
Eilidh Dunn, Elaine Davis, Elia Ballesteros, Fiona Chan, Hazel Mills, Heather,
Ima Jackson, Irene Kelso, Irina Matrejera, Jane carr-gomm, Jean Rutherford,
Jo Haythorthwaite, John Clifford, Josephine Smith PLUS 12 students, Julia
Mabruk, Kate Wilson, Kathy McNeil, Kelly Hanley, Kelly Jean Hanley, Kerrie
Mcginlay, Linda Monteith, Mags Higgins, Marius Kliukas, Mary Childs,
Monika Michon, Naheed Ameen, Natalya Campbell, Noha Shama, Ottavia
Elisabetta Miorelli, Paul Edlin, Philip Tompkins, Rachael Smith, Rebecca
Owers, Rosemary Shields, Sally Beaumont, Sian Bjork, Sue Hancock,
Thomas Dean Burn, UmmAliya Hashmi, Umran Amin, Stephen Tompkins,
Peter Tompkins.
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Membership Analysis
Positive Action in Housing depends upon a diverse and large membership
base. Membership is open to minority ethnic and refugee groups, housing
providers, local authorities, voluntary organisations and individuals who
support Positive Action in Housing’s aims and objectives.
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Looking ahead
Membership figures have remained stable. However, in 2015, we aim to
increase membership to 175.
To find out more about becoming a member, and all the benefits, please
email home@paih.org or go to www.paih.org.

Key results
• Our members contributed 13% of our total income (11% in 2014).
• The total membership stands at 169 (167 in 2014). A complete list can be
found at the end of this report.
Membership Benefits Include:
• Being a part of international campaigns to make refugees welcome
• Being able to mobilise as members of the charity through the Scottish
housing movement
• Free advertising jobs in Quick Mail email newsletter to a diverse subscriber
list of 32,200 + subscribers across Scotland, UK and the rest of Europe.
• Free advice and reviews of policies;
• Access to interpreting and translating facilities.
• Free Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory, newsletter, annual report and
Equality & Diversity Wallplanner;
• Big savings on training and sponsorship opportunities;
• Invitations to events, and the opportunity to stand for, and elect, the
Management Committee at the AGM.
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Staying in the news
Down the years, Positive Action in Housing has become renowned for
campaigning tirelessly against inhumane policies. We have utilised our
extensive press contacts as well as disseminated information and campaigns
to over 32,200+ subscribers. Throughout the year we kept the media
informed about our work and contributed to TV, radio and newspapers, local
and national. In 2015, our work was highlighted in the following newsprint:
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Where Does Our Money
Come From?

• The Times (London)
• The Independent (UK)
• Sunday Herald
• The Evening Times
• The Guardian
• The Herald (Glasgow)
• Private Eye
The Finance Sub Committee oversees all finance and fundraising matters.
We also highlighted campaign issues arising from our work on radio and TV,
including BBC Radio Scotland, STV and BBC.
Inevitably, our high profile in challenging xenophobia and attacks on refugee
communities has attracted criticism and even hatemail. However, we will
continue to highlight the injustices faced by some of the most vulnerable and
disenfranchised people in society.
See the News Diary at the end of this report for some of the stories featuring
our work.

Regular fundraising is essential for the charity to provide its services to those
in need. Potential projects must be thoroughly researched and costed out.
Strong monitoring frameworks must be set up and funders kept regularly
informed. The charity aims to have around six months’ reserves in place. The
combination of diverse income streams and a firm reserves policy has held
us in good stead. The finance subcommittee closely monitors the financial
position and ensures funds go with they are intended with regular best
practice checks put in place.
Financial Systems
Our financial systems continue to be running well. Measures to prevent and
detect fraud are actively implemented and strengthen existing systems and
procedures.
As a small charity with diverse funding, it is absolutely imperative that robust
financial controls are in place in order to protect the charity’s assets and
honour the trust placed in us by our donors. We are confident that, with
the financial controls, internal cost cutting measures and a rejuvenated
fundraising strategy, more of the charity’s funds will go towards direct
charitable and humanitarian activites.
We are fortunate to have a finance sub-committee with a strong background
and qualifications in accountancy and law; Philip Tompkins (Treasurer),
Robert Swinfen, Iona Community and Arnold Black, a former senior partner
with a leading firm of Scottish accountants, and Jelina Rahman, a Senior
Partner in her own law firm. Together, they have a strong expertise in the day
to day financial management of charities and accounting/finance.
(A complete list of our members and everyone else who supported our work
is at the end of this report).
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Mary Chau, Money Skills Adviser
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Detailed Income and Expenditure account
For the year ended 31 March 2015

				
					
Income
2015
2014
					
Voluntary Income					
General donations

£68,766		

£68,371

Scottish Government

£46,633 		

£36,633

Grants

£40,000 		

£-

Affiliations

£56,346 		

£48,686

£4,407 		

£5,010

Gift Aid

		

£216,152 		

£158,700

					
Activities for generating funds					
Wallplanner

£6,715 		

£7,979

Annual report

£7,672 		

£10,828

£275 		

£3,879

£1,100 		

£1,480

£804 		

£1,980

Advertising

£7,217 		

£-

Training

£7,449 		

£23,347

Directory
Quickmail
Boardroom hire

		

£31,232 		

£49,493

Investment Income					
Interest

£249 		

		

£186

£249 		

£186

Income from charitable activities					
Scottish Government

£60,000 		

£60,000

Money Skills Project

£73,782 		

£107,200

Destitution Service

£61,201 		

£51,972

		

£194,983 		

£219,172

Total income		

£442,616 		

£427,551

Total Expenditure		
-£399,099

-£428,801

					
Net Surplus (deficit) for the year		
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£43,517

-£1,250
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Detailed Income and Expenditure account
For the year ended 31 March 2015
Expenditure
2015
2014
					
Costs of generating voluntary income
				
Fundraising
£13,265
£2,529
		
£ 13,265
£2,529
Charitable activities
				
				
Grantspayable
Hardship fund
£32,570
£34,060
Baby Mohammad Fund
£3,232
£6 93
General donations
-£950
£1,000
Human rights award
£  -	
£2,000
		
£34,852
£37,753
Staff costs
				
Wages
£2 33,029
£2 64,316
Employer’s NI contributions
£20,781
£22,845
Employer’s Pension Costs
£10,500
£ 14,374
		
£2 64,310
£3 01,535
Projects and activities costs
				
Food bank
£  -	
£6 56
Bus passes
£  -	
£5 70
		
£  -	
£1,226
					
				
Premises costs
Rent, rates and insurance
£30,823
£31,665
Heat, Light and Cleaning
£4,781
£4,048
		
£35,604
£35,713
Running costs
				
Printing and promotional costs
£6,218
£5,760
Telephone
£3,587
£4,807
IT Costs
£7,517
£8,168
Leasing costs
£5,806
£6,198
Stationery and office equipment
£2,085
£1,380
Postage
£6 94
£1,434
Meeting costs
£7 29
£1,791
General expenses
£1,956
£2,274
Repairs and maintenance
£3,288
£4,100
Subscriptions
£5 78
£1,492
Training costs
£2 00
£1,379
		
£32,658
£38,783
Motoring and travel costs
				
Travelling & subsistence
£2,004
£6 68
		
£2,004
£6 68
Legal and professional costs
				
Legal and professional
£3,684
£1 73
		
£3,684
£1 73
Finance costs
				
Bank charges
£  -	
£34
		
£  -	
£34
Depreciation and Gains/Losses
				
Depreciation on fixtures & fittings
£ 598
£5 99
Depreciation on computer equipment
£3,558
£1,299
		
£4,156
£1,898
Total of charitable activity expenditure
£3 77,268
£4 17,783
					
Governance costs
				
Legal & Professional
£1,319
£  -	
55
Audit
£4,128
£7,561
AGM & Trustee meetings
£3,119
£9 28
		
£8,566
£8,489
Total expenditure
£3 99,099
£4 28,801
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Management Committee,
Staff & Volunteers
Management Committee
Chair:
Vice-chair:
Company Secretary:
Treasurer:

Dr Chris Robinson
Najimee Parveen
Linda Brown
Philip Tompkins

Arnold Black, Edward Isaacs, Jelina Berlow-Rahman, John McShane,
Mohammad Asif, Rani Dhanda, Robert Swinfen, Tom Harrigan MBE, Ghzala
Khan
Staff members:
Director:

Robina Qureshi

Administrative
Office Manager:

Razgar Hassan

Casework teams
Destitution & Homelessness
Senior Caseworker:
Caseworker:
Money Skills
Project Manager:
Money skills Advisers:

New Migrants
Project Leader:
Outreach Worker:
Sessional workers:

Cleaner:

Sunny Singh
Christopher Ho

Sraboni Bhattacharya
Charles Gichago
Mary Chau
Marina Belokurov

Iain Chisholm
Lia Dmitrieva
Valerian Chirigiu
Ioana DiMambro
Jeugenija Juske

67 volunteers who offered rooms to destitute refugees, or volunteered
day to day or at our annual winter surgery: Alice Glassey, Alison Swinfen,
Allan Gilmour, Anu Roy, Atta, Charlotte, Audrey Paterson, Barbara Love, Bunmi
Olowolagba, Chidem Enkeshafi, Colin MacDonald, David McLachlan, Dr Chris
Robinson, Edith Facenna, Eilidh Dunn, Elaine Davis, Elia Ballesteros, Fiona Chan,
Hazel Mills, Heather, Ima Jackson, Irene Kelso, Irina Matrejera, Jane carr-gomm,
Jean Rutherford, Jo Haythorthwaite, John Clifford, Josephine Smith PLUS 12
STUDENTS, Julia Mabruk, Kate Wilson, Kathy McNeil, Kelly Hanley, Kelly jean
Hanley, Kerrie Mcginlay, Linda Monteith, Mags Higgins, Marius Kliukas, Mary
Childs, Monika Michon, Naheed Ameen, Natalya Campbell, Noha Shama, Ottavia
Elisabetta Miorelli, Paul Edlin, Philip Tompkins, Rachael Smith, Rebecca Owers,
Rosemary Shields, Sally Beaumont, Sian Bjork, Sue Hancock, Thomas Dean
Burn, UmmAliya Hashmi, Umran Amin, Stephen Tompkins, Peter Tompkins.
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Management Committee 2015
Dr Chris Robinson was Co-ordinator of
Protection through Partnership based at
CELCIS (Centre for Excellence for Looked
After Children in Scotland) University of
Strathclyde until it was completed in 2014.
The programme was funded by the Scottish
Government to prevent suicide and respond
to self-harm by looked after children and
involved every area of Scotland. In 2013
Chris was appointed as child protection
consultant to social work services on
Ascension Island. Chris currently works part time with the Joint Improvement
Team of Scottish Government. Chris trained as a social worker and has
worked with children and families in West Ham and Brixton in London before
returning to Scotland to work for Barnardos in Falkirk. Chris was manager
of the Glasgow Child Sexual Abuse Unit. At Glasgow Caledonian University
she lectured and also did research with colleagues into the experiences of
Black and Minority Ethnic students. She joined the Social Work Inspectorate
of the Scottish Government and worked with the team for five years. Chris
has published work on research with the Open University and practice
guidance for social work on chronologies, the End of Life Care for Children
(with Children’s Hospice Scotland) and Suicide Prevention for Children (with
Choose Life, NHS Scotland and LGBT Youth Scotland). When not at work
Chris enjoys spending time with her grandchildren. She is passionate about
the environment and enjoys walking and bird watching. Some of Chris’
family come from Southern Africa, Swaziland and Zimbabwe and she hears
from them about many of the issues which affect their homelands.

Najimee Parveen has been the Director
of PATH (Scotland) since 1999, an
organisation which aims to address the
underrepresentation of Black and Minority
Ethnic Communities in Housing and
related sectors. Prior to this, Najimee was
Policy and Campaigns Officer with the
Commission for Racial Equality in Scotland.
Najimee’s background is in Education and
she spent 9 years teaching and lecturing in
Primary Education, Further Education and
Higher Education. Najimee has held various Office Bearer positions on the
Committee of Positive Action in Housing and is currently vice chair. Her
expertise and understanding of running a charity has held Positive Action in
Housing in good stead over the years. Najimee’s other passions are animal
welfare, news and current affairs and trying to keep fit!
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Linda Brown has been active in anti-poverty
and anti-racist campaigns for over 30
years. She represented the Labour Party
Young Socialist on the National Executive
of the Labour Party for two years and was
the first black person to be elected to this
position. She has worked as a parliamentary
researcher, hairdresser and for Women’s Aid.
She currently works as Support Services
Manager for Link Living in Edinburgh, part
of the Link Housing Group. She previously
worked for the mental health charity Health in Mind as the Manager of
Support Services. Linda is active in her union, Unite, and represents black
members and charity sector workers on regional and national committees.
Linda has been a member of the Management Committee since 1995. As
Company Secretary, her contribution over the years has been immense.
Phillip Tompkins is a qualified Management
Accountant (CIMA) and has more than 20
years’ experience in the social housing sector.
He currently works for Visit Scotland. Phillip has
been on the committee of Positive Action in
Housing for 17 years and has been instrumental
in ensuring the organisation has a strong financial
management strategy and a diverse portfolio of
funders to ensure its long term autonomy. Philip
is married with three children. He enjoys family
time, reading and travel.
Ghzala Khan was the Chair of
Positive Action in Housing’s personnel
subcommittee. She has nearly 10 years’
experience of working with Minority Ethnic
communities in the West of Scotland
and works towards reducing barriers
and promoting good relations between
individuals through her work with both
private and public sector organisations.
Her work has included employment,
development and capacity building for all
minority ethnic communities. This has been
achieved through promoting intercultural dialogue, bridging the gap between
service providers and users, championing volunteers from communities to
make a change and also positive steps to encourage communities accessing
Scottish history/culture and its environment. Promoting equal opportunities
is central to her work. Ghzala currently works for West of Scotland Regional
Equality Council as a Projects Manager. Ghzala is a keen reader and enjoys
spending her spare time socialising with friends and family. She also has an
interest in psychology, travelling and engaging in intercultural dialogue. Those
that know Ghzala well will appreciate her love of her cats and her dream is to
one day open a rescue centre!
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Jelina Berlow-Rahman is a Solicitor by
profession and has run her own firm for over
four years. In 2009, her firm won the Trading
Places Awards – a national award honouring
men and women who are turning their lives
around by choosing to start up a business.
In 2008, Jelina was named as one of the
30 Under 30 promising lawyers in Scotland.
Jelina has an active history in handling asylum
and immigration cases, and co-ordinated the
Chhokhar Family Justice Campaign.
Edward Isaacs is an experienced commercial
property practitioner, with genuine expertise
across a wide range of property sectors.
His recent experience includes the purchase
and disposal of real estate assets as well
as portfolio security work. Edward acts
for a range of real estate clients as well as
all of the major clearing banks. He is also
experienced in the disposal of commercial
property for Insolvency Practitioners. Edward
was President of the Glasgow Jewish
Representative Council from 2010-2013 and has been involved in community
work for the Representative Council and for other charitable organisations for
over thirty years. This has given him a knowledge and understanding of how
small Charities operate and the problems they face on a day to day basis.
He is also an elected delegate to the Board of Deputies of British Jews. All
of Edward’s grandparents were granted asylum in this country. This fact,
which is not uncommon in his peer group in the Jewish Community, has
imbued him with a genuine interest in the welfare of asylum seekers. Edward
is married and has three children. He enjoys most sports, particularly football
and golf.
Tom Harrigan MBE is the Co-founder and
Trustee of UK Friends of Unique Home
(Punjab), a charity set up to raise funds to
support a new Home for abandoned girls
in Jalandhar. Punjab. For several years, he
has personally sponsored children in India,
Pakistan, South Africa and the UK. Prior to his
retirement in 2005 as Acting Chief Inspector
after 30 years with Strathclyde Police, Tom
held the position of Force Race Relations
Co-ordinator. Immediately upon retirement
he took up the post of Inter-Faith Liaison Officer with Glasgow City Council.
Tom is also on the ‘Board’ of Glasgow the Caring City which has many
projects across the world, and a member of the Chartered Management
Institute. He has been instrumental in building constructive relations between
Positive Action in Housing and Police Scotland and has offered sound advice
during times of high sensitivity. Tom is passionate about his family (nuclear
and extended) and spends as much time as he possibly can with them. Tom
enjoys ‘tinkering’ in the garden or doing the odd domestic DIY project no
matter how large or small. He also enjoys meeting people.
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Rani Dhanda is an academic and for two
decades has taught and researched social
justice issues in colleges and universities in
Glasgow. She has also researched different
inequalities commissioned by EOC and PATH,
and oral history projects commissioned
by Heritage Association. Rani is currently
working on community participation project
and has set up a research network in a
neighbourhood in Glasgow; she is also a
candidate for research doctorate at the
University of Bath. Rani enjoys cycling and admiring the amazing architecture
around the city. On wet days, she is happy being at the theatre or watching a
good art movie surrounded by plenty of good food and company.
Robert Swinfen qualified as a Chartered
Accountant in 1988 and has now spent 25
years working in finance and management
roles in the charity sector. He has worked
with charities involved with ex-offenders and
prison reform, community care for adults
with mental health problems and learning
difficulties, international development, and
homelessness. He is currently Support
Services Manager for The Iona Community
which is a dispersed Christian ecumenical
community working for peace and social justice, rebuilding of community
and the renewal of worship. Robert is also a Member of The Iona Community,
which involves an active commitment to work for justice and peace in a variety
of ways. Robert spends a fair amount of time on Right To Remain (NCADC)
committee business, and also has commitments at his church and with
The Iona Community. He enjoys spending time with his family and at home.
Robert is passionate about social justice and environmental sustainability.
John McShane has extensive experience
within social housing. John has previously
worked for Glasgow City Council and South
Lanarkshire Council. John joined his current
employer, Cadder Housing Association in
1999 and holds the position of Housing
Services Manager. John also works closely
with Positive Action In Housing through a
business arrangement between Cadder HA
and Positive Action in Housing, which has
resulted in a number of Positive Action in
Housing clients being re-housed by Cadder HA over the years.
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Mohammad Asif is originally from Afghanistan,
and came to Scotland as a refugee in 2000.
Previously, he studied Communications
at the International Islamic University in
Malaysia and while in Glasgow obtained Post
Graduate Certificate in Adult Guidance from
the University of Strathclyde. He co-founded
the Glasgow Refugees Action Group. Later,
he founded the Scottish Afghan Society.
From 2003 to 2006, he was employed as a
Student Adviser by Anniesland College. In
2007 Asif worked for the UK Justice Ministry as an Interpreter for Asylum
and Immigration tribunal. In 2009 he worked as a Specialist Cultural Advisor
on Afghanistan to the UK Defence Academy. From 2011-2013, he was
appointed as an Accredited Cultural Advisor to the Afghan Ministry of Interior.
Asif is married with five children. Currently he is the Director of the Afghan
Centre for Human Rights and Democracy which deals with human rights
issues in Afghanistan. He loves football, swimming and keeping fit.
Arnold Black is a Chartered Accountant
with over 35 years’ experience and was
Managing Partner in Alexander Sloan, a
firm of Chartered Accountants with offices
in Glasgow and Edinburgh. During his time
there, he dealt with many different types
of clients, including charities and housing
associations. Arnold was responsible for the
recruitment, training and development of all
staff, which covered technical issues and
soft skills. Since retiring from full-time work a
couple of years ago, he now acts for a number of clients, including charities,
in a personal capacity. Arnold has also carried out voluntary work, serving as a
charity trustee and on the board of directors of companies, including Scottish
Athletics. Arnold is a member of the finance subcommittee, having recently
been co-opted to the management committee. His interests include travel,
football and athletics, where he is an adviser to the selection committee.
Arnold also runs the website www.scotstats.net and has published books
on the sport.
Our Members 2015: Aberdeenshire Council, Afghan Centre for Human
Rights & Democracy, Albyn Housing Society, Antonine Housing Association,
Ardenglen Housing Association, Arklet Housing Association , Article 12 in
Scotland, Barony Housing Association, Blochairn Housing Association,
Cadder HA, Cairn Housing Association , Caledonia Housing Association,
Care and Repair Scotland, Cassiltoun Housing Association, Castlemilk
Law & Money Advice Centre, Cernach Housing Association, Child Poverty
Action Group Scotland, City of Glasgow College, Clackmannanshire Council
, Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights, Craigdale Housing Association,
Dunbritton Housing Association, East Dunbartonshire Council, Edinburgh &
Lothians Regional Equality Council, Elderpark Housing Association, Employers
in Voluntary Housing, Forgewood Housing Co-op, Garrion Peoples Housing
Co-Operative, Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Glasgow Council for
Voluntary Sector, Glasgow Jewish Representative Council, Glasgow Kelvin
College, Glen Housing Association, Glen Oaks Housing Association, Greater
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Pollock Citizens Advice Bureau, Hemat Gryffe Womens Aid, Hillcrest Housing
Association, Home Scotland, Horizon Housing Association, Inverclyde
Council, J R Rahman & Co solicitors, Kendoon Housing Association, KEY
Community Supports, Kingdom Housing Association, Kingsridge Cleddans
Housing Association, Lanarkshire Housing Association, Latta & Co. Solicitors,
Lifelink, Link Group, Link Living, Lister Housing Co-operative Ltd, Livingston
Brown Solicitors, Lochaber Housing Association Ltd., Loreburn Housing
Association Ltd, Loretto Housing Association, Maryhill Housing Association,
Media Co-op, Moray Council, Muirhouse Housing Association, Muslim
Womens Resource Centre, Neish Training, NG Homes, Oak Tree Housing
Association, Ore Valley Housing Association, Parkhead Housing Association
Ltd, Partick Housing Association Ltd, PATH Scotland, Pentland Housing
Association, Perth & Kinross Council, Pineview Housing Association, Port
of Leith Housing Association, Prospect Community Housing , Protecting
Children Through Partnership, Provanhall Housing Association Ltd, Queens
Cross HA, Renfrewshire Council, Rosehill Housing Co-operative, Scotland
Against Criminalising Communities, Scottish Afghan Community, Scottish
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Ambulance Service, Scottish Community Alliance, Scottish Detainee
Visitors, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Veterans Residences, Services
for Minority Communities (MEAD), Southside Housing, Stirling Council, TC
Young & Co., The Iona Community, Trafalgar Housing Association, Turning
Point scotland, UK Friends of Unique Home (Punjab) , Unison East Ayrshire,
Unison Scotland, Unite the Union, Unite the Union HA’s branch, University
of Bath, West of Scotland Regional Equality Council, Wheatley Group,
Philip Tompkins, Rukhsana Akhtar, Shabir Akhtar, Shamshad Akhtar, Furrah
Arshad, Janat Begum, Paula Benhaddad, Wendy Blazyca, Pat Bracken,
Carol Cairney, Angela Collins, Andy Egan, Raymond Gerard, Euan Girvan,
Kay Goodall, Vicky Grandon, Christopher Homfray, Seonad Hoy, Jasminder
Kaur, Sarbjit Kaur, Elinor Kelly, Zarina Majid, Irshad Malik, Donna McDowell,
David Mclachlan, Vit Novotny, Chris Oswald, John Purvis, Selma Rahman,
Nick Ronan, Morayo Scanlan, Azmina Scott Ali, Ashok Sehgal, Tisha Shaw,
Teresa Staniewicz, Akram Tahir, Nusrat Tahir, Kofi Tordzro, Pauline UsherPurves, Iain and Isabel Whyte, Arnold Black, Amy Fowler, Bob Thomson,
Eddie, Jocelyne Cherkaoui, Liz Lawrence, Philip Tompkins, Sheila Arthur,

Razgar Hassan, Administrative Manager, keeps a tight ship
and ensures our office runs smoothly.
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Heartfelt Thanks
To the following individuals and organisations who actively supported our
humanitarian work during the past year and helped made a difference to the
lives of many vulnerable individuals:
66 organisations who gave grants or donations: A B Charitable Trust,
ACCO, Addaction, Al Meezan, Albyn Housing Society, Aspire Housing &
Personal Development Services, Bank Of Scotland Foundation, Bellahouston
Bequest Fund, Brass Monkeys, Bridgewater HA, Community Of The Risen
Christ, Cruden Foundation, Dalmuir Park HA, Des Phee (Dphee@Qcha.Org.
Uk), Dumfries & District TUC, Educational Institution Of Scotland (East Ayrshire
Local Association), Educational Institution Of Scotland (East Dunbartonshire
Local Association), Educational Institution Of Scotland (East Renfrewshire
Local Association), Educational Institution Of Scotland (Edinburgh Local
Association), Educational Institution Of Scotland (Fife Local Association),
Educational Institution Of Scotland (Glasgow Local Association), Educational
Institution Of Scotland (West Dunbartonshire Local Association), Elderpark
Housing Association, EVH Limited, FMDM Kirkintilloch , Glasgow Academy,
Glasgow Jewish Representative Council, Glasgow Quakers, Glasgow
Unitarian Church, Glen Oaks Housing Association, GMB - Britain’s General
Union, Goldberg Family Charitable Trust, Gunter Charitable Trust, Henry
Smith Charity, Hugh Fraser Foundation, Incorporation Of Maltmen, Inverclyde
LA EIS, Iona Community West, J.L., James Wood Bequest Fund, Jill Franklin
Trust, JTH Charitable Trust, Linteltrust, Lloyds TSB Foundation For Scotland,
Mary Andrew Charitable Trust, Merchants House Of Glasgow, Miss K M
Harbinson’s Charitable Trust, Persula Foundation, Queens Cross HA, Russell
Trust, Scottish Government, Scottish Sadaqa Foundation, Sisters Of Notre
Dame, South Lanarkshire College, Southside HA, Staff Benevolent Fund
Herald and Evening Times, St Martins In The Field VRF Grant , St Marys
Ladies Guild, The RKT Harris Charitable Trust, The Robertson Trust, Trafalgar
Housing Association, Tudor Trust, Unison, Unison Glasgow City Branch,
Unison South Lanarkshire, Unity Enterprise, University Of Glasgow, Voicebeat
Summer Concert, Wellington Church Of Scotland, William Grant Foundation,
Yorkshire & Clydesdale Bank Foundation.
196 individuals and many hundreds of anonymous donors who
organised workplace collections, gave up their winter fuel allowance,
asked for donations in place of birthday or retirement gifts, ran charity
events or gave a regular or one off personal donation:
Abby Boultbee, Alan Tankel, Alan Wilkie , Alexander Weir, Alexandra
Mary, Alice Glassey, Alison And Stephen Hendry, Anabel Marsh, Andrew
Mccartney, Andrew Ogilvie Robertson, Andrew Winter, Angela Ford, Angus
Hardie, Annie Mcalister-Dilks, Arnold Black, Arthur West, Azhar Din, B Scott,
Ben Davidson, Bryan Healy, Bryans, Burns, Calum, Cara Mccafferty, Carol H,
Carolyn Smith, Catherine Hume, Cecilia Castano, Charities Trust, Charlotte
Macdonald, Chloe Clemmons, Christina Mckelvie MSP, Clarke Family, Dale K
Meller, Daniela Sime, David Maguire, Denise Miller, Des Phee, Doctor Hook,
Douglas Forbes, Douglas Thompson, Dr Josephine A Haythornwaite, Dr Phil
& M Robinson, Elizabeth Anne Bonnar, Elizabeth Lawrence, Ellen, Emma
S, Esme Madill, F Smith, Fearchar Macillfhinnein, Fearchar Macillfhinnein ,
Frances Corr, Frances Webber, Fraser Smith, G M Wilson, Gareth Harper,
George D Paxton, Geraldine Mogan, Geraldine Smyth, Geri Smyth, Gerrard
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Loughery, Gerry Smalley, Ghzala Khan, Grace Farrell, Graeme And Iris
Williamson, Graeme Pagan, Grainne Braithwaite, Greg Philo, H Mcleod,
H Nella Kerr, Hakeem Lateef, Hazel Mills, Healy, Helen Beaton, Helen
Carson, Helen Jackson, Hilary Cornish, Hilary Emma Crawshaw, Hilda &
John Stocks, I Smith & J Forrest, Iain, Iain Craik, Iona Community West,
Isobel Lindsay, Isobel Stainsby, J & A Stevenson, J M Dawson, J Martin,
J.L., Janet Andrews, Jean, Jean Urquhart, Jenifer Ross, Jennifer Haston,
Jenny Svanberg, Jim Thompson, Joanna Kennedy, John & Eileen Dickie,
John Clifford, John Gerrard, John Henry Atkinson Gerrard, John Stewart,
John Stuart, Julia Bard, Julie Christie, Karina Mcintosh, Katie Blair, Katja
M Frimberger, Katrin, Khadija Sattar, Labiba Ghafur, Laura Mustian - Byre
Books, LM Hendry, Lorna Davidson, Lorna M Fitzsimons, Lynette Jordan,
Lynn Macdonald, M Bryans, M T Dominguez, Mae Shaw, Magnus Duncan
Linklater, Malcolm Chisholm MSP , Margaret McQuade, Margaret Sweeney,
Margaret Woods, Maria Walker, Marion Hersh, Marion Walter, Marjorie Watt,
Mark Boyle, Mark Findlay, Stuart Bullen And Friends, Marlous Peterse, Martin
And W A Axford, Mary, Maureen Coyle, Maureen Waugh, Miss E Turnball,
Mohammad Shad, Moira Crawford, Moira Walker Murray, Mr Akhtar, Mr D
& Mrs C Sillars, Mr Malloch, Mr Shaw & Ms Olive Shaw, Mrs Donnelly, Ms
Cook, Ms Inglis, Ms Wilson, Najimee Parveen, Nalini Paul, Naomi Junnor, Neil
Anderson, Oonagh O’Brien, Pamela Currie, Patricia Bryden, Paul Burke, Paul
Laverty, Peter And Jean Arthur, Peter O’Brien, Philip Tompkins, Professor
Andrew And Mrs Colin, R H Smith, R John Francis, Rachel Fawthrop, Rachel
Jury & Dee Heddon, Rani Dhanda, Rev Peter D Thomson MA BD, Reverend
Dr Iain Whyte, Reverend Joyce Yendole, Rob Hoon, Robert Doris & J Roy,
Robin & Charlotte Rice, Rose M Drew, Ruth Farquharson, S C Hare, S G
Kay, Sally Beaumont, Sam Miller & Ms R H Smith, Sam Reeves & Mr Banks,
Shona Stephen, Steve Malloch, Stuart Fair, Sue Gutteridge, Susan Hancock,
Sylvia Crick, T Naveed, Tessa Clark, Theresa McManus, Thomas Gorman,
Thomson, Vanessa Nias, Wael Shawish, William Kelly, Wright and Zandra
Yeaman.
67 volunteers who offered free shelter in their homes, or volunteered
day to day or at our annual winter surgery: Alice Glassey, Alison Swinfen,
Allan Gilmour, Anu Roy, Atta, Charlotte, Audrey Paterson, Barbara Love,
Bunmi Olowolagba, Chidem Enkeshafi, Colin MacDonald, David McLachlan,
Dr Chris Robinson, Edith Facenna, Eilidh Dunn, Elaine Davis, Elia Ballesteros,
Fiona Chan, Hazel Mills, Heather, Ima Jackson, Irene Kelso, Irina Matrejera,
Jane carr-gomm, Jean Rutherford, Jo Haythorthwaite, John Clifford,
Josephine Smith PLUS 12 STUDENTS, Julia Mabruk, Kate Wilson, Kathy
McNeil, Kelly Hanley, Kelly jean Hanley, Kerrie Mcginlay, Linda Monteith,
Mags Higgins, Marius Kliukas, Mary Child, Monika Michon, Naheed
Ameen, Natalya Campbell, Noha Shama, Ottavia Elisabetta Miorelli, Paul
Edlin, Philip Tompkins, Rachael Smith, Rebecca Owers, Rosemary Shields,
Sally Beaumont, Sian Bjork, Sue Hancock, Thomas Dean Burn, UmmAliya
Hashmi, Umran Amin, Stephen Tompkins, Peter Tompkins.

The following agencies/organisations who supported our work by
agreeing referral /nomination agreement to help rehouse our service
users: Bellsmyre Housing Association, Cadder Housing Association,
Milnbank Housing Association.
The following organisations who helped our project staff assist those
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in greatest need: Child Poverty Action Group, Daisy Chain Govanhill
Early Years Project, Ethnic Minorities Law Centre, Glasgow Destitution
Network, Glasgow ESOL Forum, Glasgow Night Shelter, Govanhill Housing
Association, Govanhill Law Centre, Citizens Advice Scotland, Marie Trust, NHS
Hunter Street Homeless Centre, Shelter, South Lanarkshire Council, West of
Scotland Housing Association, Whitehill Neighbourhood Centre, Maryhill and
Possilpark CAB Equalities Project, Easterhouse CAB, Save Energy Saves
Money Project-Amina MWRC, Cook Grow and Sew Project- WESREC,
Money Advice Scotland, Crisis, CEMVO-Financial Inclusion Programme,
CPAG in Scotland, Queens Cross Housing Association , Citizens Advice
Scotland, Financial Services-Glasgow City Council, Scotcash, Epic360,
Glasgow South West Regeneration Agency, Bridges Programme, Glasgow
Clyde College-ESOL Department, City Of Glasgow College, Energy Saving
Trust, Cadder Housing Association, Govanhill Law Centre, Money Matters
Govan, The Newby Trust, Social Work Services Drumchapel, St Martins in
the Field, Paisley South Housing Association, Castlemilk Community Church,
Glasgow Night Shelter, Well Multicultural Centre, Jobs and Business Glasgow,
Arklet Housing Association, Sanctuary Housing Association, Crossroads,
Move On Ltd, Advice UK, Whitehill Neighbourhood Centre Hamilton, GCCWelfare Rights Team, DWP - Home visit service, Ethnic Minority Law Centre,
ACAS, Unity Centre, British Red Cross, Ruby Project.
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Community Trust, Crisis UK, Dundee Womens Aid, Falkirk Council,
Gardeen Housing Co-Operative, Glasgow City Council, Glasgow ESOL
Forum, Govanhill Community Development Trust, Greater Pollok Integration
Network, Lanarkshire Association For Mental Health, Link Group, Linstone
Housing Association, North Glasgow Integration Network, One Parent
Families Scotland, PATH Scotland, Renfrewshire Council, Rock Trust,
Scottish Football Association, Streetwork UK Ltd, The Big Issue In Scotland,
The New HA, Tron St Mary’s Church , West Lothian Council.
11 organisations who hired our boardroom:
Community Infosource, DTA Scotland, East Ayrshire Council, Foundation
Scotland, Glasgow Disability Alliance, Inverclyde Council, North Ayrshire
Council, Scottish Environmental Trust, Scottish Women’s Aid, University Of
Glasgow, West Dunbartonshire Council.

88 organisations who took up advertising: Albyn Housing Society, Ayrshire
Minority Ethnic Communities Association, Arklet Housing Association,
Ayrshire Housing, Barony Housing Association, Cadder Housing Association,
Caledonia Ha, Care & Repair Forum, Children 1st, CIH Scotland, City Of
Glasgow College, Clydesdale Ha, Community Infosource, Crisis UK, Crown
Office, Dalmuir Park HA, DTA Scotland, Dunbritton Housing Association,
East Ayrshire Council, East Kilbride & District Ha, Easterhouse CAB,
Edinburgh Tenants Federation, Elderpark Housing Association, Employers In
Voluntary Housing/EVH, Enable Scotland , Foundation Scotland, GAMH Ltd,
GCVS, GHA Ltd/Wheatley Group, Glasgow Association For Mental Health,
Glasgow Disability Alliance, Glasgow Kelvin College, Glen Ha, Glen Oaks
Ha, Greater Pollok Integration Network, Health Opportunities, Hebridean
Housing Partnership, Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid, Hunters Hall Housing
Co-Op, Inverclyde Council, Ketso Limited, Key Housing Association, Lifelink
(Royston Stress Centre), Linthouse Housing Association, Livingstone
Brown, Loch Lomond & The Trossachs, Loreburn HA, Maryhill Housing
Association, Mogwai, N G Homes, North Ayrshire Council, North Glasgow
College, North Glasgow Community Food Initiative, Ore Valley HA, Phoenix
Futures, Police Scotland, Port Of Leith Housing Association, Provanhall HA,
Quarriers, Queens Cross HA, RNIB, Rosehill Housing Co-Operative, Scottish
Community Alliance, Scottish Environmental Trust, Scottish Federation Of
Housing Associations, Scottish Government Regional Networks, Scottish
Parliament, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish Women’s Aid, Shared
Care Scotland, Shelter , Sikh Sanjog, South Ayrshire Care & Repair, South
Lanarkshire Council, Southside HA, Spruce Carpets, TASC Agency, The
Action Group, The Glad Café, Thenue HA, Unison, Unite 7/151 Branch,
Unite Scotland, Unite the Union Scotland, University Of Glasgow, VOX, West
Dunbartonshire Council, West Of Scotland HA.
28 organisations who sent staff or committee members on our training
courses: Aberdeen City Council, Article 12 In Scotland, Calvay Housing
Co-Operative, Capital City Project, City Of Glasgow College, Connect
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Glasgow, Scotland, October 2015, after an eventful day for
both, Mary and her guest Arisema settle in for a quiet night
playing cards.
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News diary
The Sunday Herald (Glasgow)
March 22, 2015 Sunday
Westminster will force Scots asylum seekers to travel to England for
appeals
THE UK Government is pressing ahead with plans to force impoverished
asylum seekers in Scotland to travel hundreds of miles to lodge appeals in
England despite facing legal challenges over the move. The Sunday Herald
revealed in January how the Home Office planned to change the asylum
system so that anyone appealing to stay in the UK would have to turn up
in person in Liverpool to meet with immigration officials. The move was put
on hold after a storm of criticism from refugee charities, Scottish ministers
and Liverpool City Council. But a letter leaked to the Sunday Herald has
revealed the Home Office now intends to press ahead with the change from
March 30. However, Liverpool City Council and a Glasgow-based solicitor
have said they still intend to lodge a legal challenge to the change. The new
rules affect asylum seekers who have had their initial application rejected, but
want to submit fresh support for their case - such as proof that they would be
persecuted if they return to their home country. Previously, documents could
be submitted by post or at a local immigration centre. Expenses for the journey
to Liverpool will not be provided for the asylum seekers who have already had
all financial support withdrawn and are not allowed to work. Robina Qureshi,
director of Positive Action in Housing, a charity which supports refugees,
said: “For those living in Scotland the prospect of forced travel to Liverpool
means that they are unlikely to ever be able to submit further evidence. The
Liverpool travel policy represents a breach of natural justice and people’s
basic human rights. “It’s an attempt by the UK Government to prevent asylum
seekers from getting the right to remain in this country.” Glasgow-based
immigration lawyer Fraser Latta said he planned to challenge the policy:
“It is disappointing that the Home Office have proceeded with this policy,
which significantly impacts upon some of the most vulnerable people within
our society. It remains our position that the proposed change is potentially
unlawful.” A spokesman for Liverpool City Council also confirmed it was still
intending to mount a legal challenge to the policy. Communities Secretary
Alex Neil, who has previously written to Home Secretary Theresa May calling
for the plans not to be implemented, described asylum seekers as “some of
the most vulnerable in society”, saying: “This is yet another example of the
Home Office making life even more difficult for asylum seekers, and for what
appears to be no good reason.” A Home Office spokesman said: “These
changes will apply only to failed asylum seekers whose claims have already
been refused. They will significantly speed up decision-making, enabling us
to grant protection more quickly to those who need it.”
The Sunday Herald (Glasgow)
February 1, 2015 Sunday
First victory in fight against UK Home Office policy to send Scots
asylum seekers to Liverpool
THE UK Government has suspended plans to force refugees in Scotland to
travel to Liverpool in order to appeal to stay in the UK. The change to the
asylum process, which was revealed in the Sunday Herald last month, would
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have applied to penniless asylum seekers appealing Home Office decisions
after January 26. The Sunday Herald has been told that the Government
shelved the plans after legal challenges from a Glasgow-based solicitor
and Liverpool City Council. However, a Home Office spokesman refused
to confirm the position on the policy yesterday and campaigners fear that
it could still be enforced at a later date. Immigration policy is reserved to
Westminster and current employment restrictions mean the majority of
asylum seekers are not permitted to work. They survive on food stamps and
often have all support withdrawn when their application is rejected. Charities
which support asylum seekers said most will not have money to travel on
public transport to Liverpool and could be deported as a result. Liverpool
City Council sought a court injunction last week amid fears that the city would
be swamped by destitute refugees. Mayor Joe Anderson said: “The Home
Office itself says that there could be up to 100 interviews per week but in
many cases it will not make appeal decisions on the day they attend for
interview, meaning they will remain in the city because they have no money
to return to where they have come from.” Glasgow-based immigration lawyer
Fraser Latta also launched a legal challenge on the basis that the change
could obstruct the applicant’s rights under the Refugee Convention, the
European Convention on Human Rights and the Qualification Directive. He
said: “The situation at the moment is that the Home Office has delayed their
implementation of the policy. There appears to be a two-week grace period
in place at the moment. We are monitoring the position closely, pending
any further news from the Home Office.” Robina Qureshi, director of charity
Positive Action in Housing, which offers support to refugees, said the delay
is “the first victory in our fight to overturn the decision”. She added: “We are
working closely with a team of lawyers and advocates, the Scottish Refugee
Council and other campaigners to mount test cases and legal challenges.”
Gary Christie, head of policy at the Scottish Refugee Council, insisted the
Government must ditch the policy and allow refugees to continue to submit
additional evidence by post or in person at an existing immigration office in
Glasgow. He said: “This policy presents a huge obstacle for people who
are trying to receive a fair hearing on their claim for refugee protection. “No
expenses or support is provided to help people, who are often destitute
and vulnerable, make this journey. “The Scottish Refugee Council and other
charities in Glasgow regularly have to use our own over-stretched resources.
“These are people who have survived unimaginable horrors in their home
countries and who are often traumatised and disorientated by what they
have experienced. “Submitting further evidence and registering claims for
protection in Scotland are vital if the UK is to have a fair, just and effective
asylum system.” Scottish Government Communities Secretary Alex Neil
wrote to Home Secretary Theresa May when the policy shift was revealed in
the Sunday Herald on January 18. Yesterday, the MSP demanded that May
ensures the change is “not just delayed but scrapped”. He said: “While we
understand the need to improve the effectiveness of customer service in the
Home Office, this proposal can only be seen as a backward step that will
reduce access to the asylum appeal system for people in highly vulnerable
situations.” A Home Office spokesman said: “We’re not adding anything to
the statement already provided last week and won’t be providing a running
commentary on operational matters.”
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The Sunday Herald (Glasgow)
January 25, 2015 Sunday
Home Office faces legal challenge over move to force Scots asylum
seekers to
travel 220 miles for appeals
The UK Government is facing a legal challenge to strict new rules which
will force impoverished asylum seekers in Scotland to travel to Liverpool for
appointments with immigration officials from tomorrow. Lawyers are working
with a charity which represents penniless refugees to build a case against the
change, revealed in last week’s Sunday Herald. Most asylum seekers are not
permitted to work in the UK and survive on food stamps. The new system will
apply to refugees who have had their initial application rejected and all financial
support withdrawn. In a letter sent to stakeholders only a fortnight ago, UK
Visas and Immigration’s chief executive Mike Wells said: “From January
26, 2015 we will require all failed asylum seekers wishing to submit further
submissions to make an appointment to do so, in person, in Liverpool.” The
decision has been criticised by Scottish Government Communities Secretary
Alex Neil, who has written to Home Secretary Theresa May to urge her to
reconsider, and charities which offer support to refugees who arrive in the
UK after fleeing persecution. Glasgow-based Positive Action in Housing,
which campaigns for refugees, now plans to take on the UK government
with the support of a leading immigration lawyer. The charity’s director
Robina Qureshi said: “We are disgusted that the Government is deliberately
obstructing refugees seeking asylum by forcing them to travel to Liverpool to
submit further evidence. “They refuse to pay for travel to Liverpool for those
refugees submitting fresh evidence for a judicial review or under article 8 of
the human rights act, and will not be allowed to make submissions by post.
“While the rest of society is permitted to post or email information to utility
providers, housing benefits, or even the passport office, refugees seeking
asylum are expected to travel to Liverpool without any source of income
whatsoever, or face having their asylum claims refused outright. Clearly, the
Government is trying to block successful claims. “There are good reasons for
challenging the Liverpool decision which will adversely affect the elderly, sick,
pregnant women, those suffering past trauma, those with limited networks
or whose first language is not English. The ones who will suffer as always
will be the poorest and most vulnerable. “We intend to gather support to
challenge this disgraceful policy. We are also working closely with asylum
law firm Latta & Co to mount a legal challenge to this latest attempt to block
refugees from seeking protection in the UK.” Fraser Latta of Latta & Co
suggested the UK Government may have contravened European legislation
which protects refugees. He said: “I am currently in the process of examining
the lawfulness of the proposed changes. They appear on the face of it to
potentially obstruct the applicant’s rights under the Refugee Convention,
the European Convention of Rights and the Qualification Directive. “The
claimed objective is to create a more efficient system. In reality, it appears
to be another attempt to create difficulties in accessing the asylum system.
Indeed, it could be argued that this is an attempt to force vulnerable people
to abandon claims ... It appears that this is simply a move which will create
further obstacles for applicants and further delays for the Home Office. The
change will be enforced from tomorrow and Positive Action in Housing has
a fund which will provide grants for asylum seekers who will be forced to
travel to Liverpool. Qureshi said: “We will be offering crisis grants to pay for
asylum seekers to travel by bus to Liverpool in order to prove their claims.
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Members of the public can donate to the Winter Destitution Fund by visiting
http://paih.org and clicking on the link. “When asked for comment, the Home
Office claimed it did “not comment on legal matters”. Officials then issued
the same statement the Home Office put out last week in response to the
Sunday Herald’s initial story about the change to asylum rules. It read: “The
United Kingdom has a long and proud history of offering sanctuary to those
who genuinely need it and each claim is carefully considered on its individual
merits. “But when someone is found not to need our protection, we expect
them to leave the country voluntarily. These changes will apply only to failed
asylum seekers whose claims have already been refused. They will speed up
decision-making, enabling us to grant protection more quickly to those who
genuinely need it.
Daily Record
December 10, 2014 Wednesday
Hundreds of asylum seekers in Glasgow in desperate need this
Christmas, warn Positive Action In Housing; THE charity are launching
their winter destitution appeal to help feed and provide shelter for the
hundreds of refugees they support.
HUNDREDS of asylum-seekers are in need of emergency assistance to
get through the winter, a campaign group has warned. Positive Action In
Housing (PAIH) has made a plea for help to provide food and shelter to the
250 refugee families the charity support. The Glasgow-based group say they
need kind-hearted Glaswegians to step up and give so that some of the
most vulnerable in society will have the bare essentials over the Christmas
period. PAIH highlighted the case of a new mother who gave birth this
month. The organisation say the 24-year-old spent her pregnancy relying
on the Red Cross and PAIH accommodation to stay off the streets. The
charity claim that the Home Office did not offer her emergency housing and
financial support until after the birth of her child. Robina Qureshi, CEO of
PAIH, said: “Sadly this story is not shocking to me. We help hundreds of
people in similar situations each year. “Glasgow has the second highest
refugee population in the UK and as refused asylum seekers have no housing
rights, cannot work or access homeless accommodation, the charity expect
to see hundreds attend their winter destitution surgery on Tuesday and
Wednesday, December 16 and 17. To date this year, their Lifeline project
gave out £28,650 in crisis grants, provided 505 nights of free shelter, and
free advice. They are calling on Glaswegians to donate food and essential
toiletries as a matter of urgency by this Friday, December 12. Specifically they
are asking for rice, pasta, noodles, bread, apples, bananas, oranges, soup
tins, tea, coffee, sugar, tinned tomatoes, female hygiene products, razors,
shaving foam, and deodorants Items can be donated at Floor 6, 98 West
George Street today, tomorrow and Friday. Alternatively you can make a cash
donation by clicking here . PAIH aim to raise £10,000 by Christmas day. If
you would like to volunteer, or be added to the charity’s accommodation
register, or can offer shelter over the winter period, emailhome@paih.org for
an information pack and registration form. Glasgow Now approached the
Home Office for comment and we are currently expecting a reply.
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Mulan (45) s a Queens Cross housing association tenant, and lives with her husband and 5 year old
son. She was finding it difficult to understand official letters
a nand
n became
u a l worried
r e pasoa rresult.
t 2After
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being put in touch with Mary from our Money Skills Team, Mulan is now feeling more confident and
able to handle paperwork because she has someone who can explain them clearly in a language she
understands.
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Daily record
October 21, 2014 Tuesday
Uncle’s thanks to Scotland for saving the life of tragic blast orphan who
was left with 80 per cent burns on his face; LITTLE Mohammad Sudais,
then just two months old, was the only survivor from his family when the
explosion destroyed their home in Peshawar, Pakistan, in December.
A BABY who suffered devastating burns in a gas blast which killed his
parents has beaten the odds to celebrate his first birthday. Little Mohammad
Sudais, then just two months old, was the only survivor from his family when
the explosion destroyed their home in Peshawar, Pakistan, in December.
His Scottish relatives launched a campaign to bring the tragic orphan, who
had 80 per cent burns to his face, here for care and treatment. Doctors in
Pakistan said they could do nothing more for him. And the family believe that
if Mohammad had not come to Scotland, he would certainly have died of his
injuries. Instead, despite a series of painful operations on his eyes, nose and
mouth since he arrived in Glasgow in February, he has astounded everyone.
He was released from Yorkhill Hospital in September into the care of his uncle
Mohammad Asif. As the little boy played happily with his gifts, a rocking
horse and a motorised bike, Mohammad, 48, said: “When he wakes up in
the morning and he gives you this big smile, you forget about all the problems
in the past. “I’ve never seen a child like this before even though he’s been
through all this suffering and pain.” Father-of-four Mohammad explained that
even when he has to change the youngster’s dressings and massage him
four times a day, he doesn’t cry and handles the pain. Mohammad added:
“He is a gift from God and also a gift from the Scottish people. If he was
still in Pakistan he’d have died a long time ago. He wouldn’t have survived.
“Having him here is the kind of feeling that you can’t really explain. We are
of course very pleased that we’re able to look after him. He is a very brave
boy ... a miracle boy and he is treated like any of our children. “He’s been
through extreme pain and suffering but we’re very happy he is out of hospital
for his birthday.” Mohammad went on: “He’s a very funny, cheeky boy and
he is very choosy. When he is watching cartoons, no matter what you do
to him, he doesn’t look at you. When they’re finished then he wants you
to play with him. He’s very entertaining.” The family hope more surgery will
minimise the scarring on Mohammad’s face and he will be able to live a
normal life. They also hope the youngster could go on to become a plastic
surgeon himself, giving back to the NHS and the Scottish people who
made his survival possible. Mohammad was sleeping in the family home in
Peshawar on December 16 when the explosion ripped through the house.
His mother, Samaira, 28, and father Ameen, 36, died days later in hospital.
His 13-month-old brother, Abdul Haseeb also died. Mohammad’s cot was
upturned in the blast and hot plastic dripped on to his face causing 80 per
cent full thickness burns. The rest of his body was left untouched because
he was swaddled. His uncle joined forces with human rights campaigner
Robina Qureshi, director of the charity Positive Action in Housing, to bring
him to Scotland. Generous members of the public donated to an appeal
and more than £17,500 has been raised for legal fees, transport costs and
future treatment. Robina said: “Mohammad has only just turned one, yet his
life started out so tragically. He lost his immediate family, he has no trace of
a memory, just a few pictures and stories he will hear. “But anyone who has
spent time with him soon sees that he is fiercely strong and desperate to
walk, talk and engage with people - he’s a bit of a tiger in fact. And that is
rewarding to witness.”
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Sunday Herald
October 5, 2014 Sunday
Frontline charities and campaigners fighting the war on poverty have united
to condemn David Cameron and George Osborne’s latest welfare policy
announcements as an outrageous attack on Scotland’s most vulnerable
families. With almost one million Scottish families set to be hit by the
Conservatives’ planned benefits freeze, experts fear that thousands of
households across the country will now be forced below the poverty line.
Robina Qureshi, Director, Positive Action in Housing, said: “It is difficult to
describe just how insidious the impact of prepaid benefits debit cards has
already been on Scotland’s asylum seekers, who have been used as guinea
pigs to test the system since it was introduced in 2010. It is a shame that
instead of criticising and fearing asylum seekers, more people didn’t look
at what was being done to them, because the policy was always going
to be rolled out. The Azure card comes pre-loaded with just over £30 for
single asylum seekers and carries a number of restrictions. It can only be
used in certain major supermarkets, cannot be used to purchase a range of
so-called luxury items and cannot be spent on travel. It removes freedom,
enforces control, and deducts any value above £5 at the end of each week
- making it impossible to save for larger items. Because these cards are so
easily recognisable they also leave the people using them feeling stigmatised.
Make no mistake: if introduced, they will strip the last shreds of dignity from
Scotland’s poor.”
The Herald (Glasgow)
May 22, 2014 Thursday
Hundreds of asylum cases set for appeal
THERE are fears asylum seekers have been wrongly deported from Britain
because of a controversial language-checking system heavily criticised by
the Supreme Court. Hundreds of cases could be submitted for appeal after
a panel of five of the UK’s most senior judges found serious fault with the
Home Office’s use of reports compiled by Swedish firm Sprakab, which
analyses the language and dialect of asylum applicants. The Supreme Court
judgment focused on the case of two asylum seekers in Scotland. It calls for
immigration officials to review the practice as too much weight had been given
to the reports in asylum hearings. It also warned experts from Sprakab went
beyond their remit, commenting on issues such as applicants’ knowledge
of their country of origin or demeanour. The ruling has been welcomed
by immigration lawyers and campaigners, who claim it is a positive step in
ensuring asylum seekers get a fair hearing. Jennifer Todd, an immigration
solicitor with Latta Law, said: “I think this judgment is a positive development
for practitioners and asylum seekers. “It was worrying when you looked at
the format of the reports, and these people who were said to be language
experts would go on to comment on the person’s knowledge of the country,
which had nothing to do with linguistics. “This judgment has now pulled back
from that and it states that the reports shouldn’t be given so much weight in a
case. It will hopefully mean asylum tribunals will get the chance to really look
and listen to other evidence and not just rely on the Sprakab reports.” But she
warned it came too late in cases where asylum seekers have already been
deported. “There will have been cases when people have been removed
incorrectly,” she said. “They use these reports a lot and, of course, the irony
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is that the applicants are sent back to where they claim to be from, rather
than where the Home Office believes them to be from.” The Home Office last
night insisted there would be no impact on other cases. But Ms Todd said:
“This is a significant judgment which will have a wide impact on immigration
cases. “There will no doubt be numerous appeals arising from this, and
also fresh applications.” Gary Christie, acting head of the Scottish Refugee
Council, said: “We welcome today’s ruling as it highlights just how essential it
is to treat all claims for asylum fairly and individually. We hope this is a strong
reminder to the Home Office that language analysis needs to be used with
caution.” Another legal source involved in the Supreme Court case added:
“This will have an impact on future cases, with tribunals entering into criticism
of Sprakab until the review is complete and new guidance is issued. “But the
major question is what it means for past cases. There could easily have been
cases where applicants have been removed from the country wrongly based
on these reports. “And there will be cases where people are sitting waiting
to be removed because of them.” The judgment centred on two asylum
seekers in Scotland who successfully appealed at the Court of Session in
Edinburgh against a decision of an asylum tribunal. They claimed to be from
Somalia, but Sprakab said they were Kenyan after listening to a recording
of them speaking. The judge in that case, Lord Eassie, said the experts
made statements in the reports “without any evident expert foundation”. He
also expressed “serious reservations” that Sprakab staff remain anonymous,
given that a basic principle in law is that a person is entitled to know the
identity of a witness against him. However, no recommendation was made
on this, with the Supreme Court saying asylum tribunals could continue with
the practice. The Supreme Court agreed with Lord Eassie that the appeal by
the Secretary of State should be dismissed, with one of the cases returned to
the asylum tribunal for reconsideration and the other applicant automatically
granted asylum. Robina Qureshi, Director of refugee homelessness charity,
Positive Action in Housing, said: «There have been people who have been
treated unjustly as a result of these reports and there will be not just hundreds
but thousands of cases which now need to be looked at.» Sprakab, which
writes reports for governments worldwide, including Canada, Sweden and
the Netherlands, claims it supports around 60 per cent of claimants. The firm
was last night unavailable for comment. A Home Office spokeswoman said:
«Language analysis is an important tool used by the Home Office to help
detect bogus asylum claims and make sure genuine refugees receive our
support. The Supreme Court ruling in this individual case is disappointing but
there is no impact on other cases. The Court found no reason for us not to
rely on Sprakab in future.»
The Herald (Glasgow)
April 7, 2014 Monday
Red Row day will be like a public hanging
Hearing the news that five of Glasgow’s infamous Red Road flats are to be
demolished live for the opening ceremony of the Commonwealth Games,
one observer thought it was a late April Fool’s gag. Who can blame her? It
would be hard to think of a more tasteless, ill-judged and inappropriate way
to kick off the Games. If this stunt goes ahead - and one very much hopes
Glasgow Council will reconsider - the Games, which are rightly cause for
celebration, will be tarnished from their opening hour. Treating one of the
city’s most troubled locations as a spectacle for a worldwide audience, the
detonation will be beamed onto giant screens at Celtic Park and on Glasgow
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Green. It would seem the Games organisers believe watching these highrise blocks explode, like a scene in a blockbuster movie, will erase the
memory of the heart-breaking problems these flats have witnessed over
the years, taking with them the city’s shameful mistreatment and neglect
of their inhabitants. The artistic director for Glasgow 2014, David Zolkwer,
explained the organising committee’s vision: “In just a few seconds the city’s
skyline will be transformed forever. It’s a bold and confident statement that
says ‘bring on the future’.” Well, it may say that, but it also says the past
is dead, and what went on in these flats, for good or ill, is now consigned
to history. Sadly, that’s just not true. Wiping the slate clean with 1250kg of
explosives is not the way to resolve the issues the Red Road flats raised,
which continue to resonate throughout the city - and the rest of Scotland
today. To compound the lack of sensitivity around this subject, tenants in
Tower 2, the single remaining block of the original eight, are to be offered
free tickets to watch the show. This tower houses asylum-seekers. One
wonders how will they feel, to see their neighbouring blocks crumble, yet
go home to the one that remains standing, like a solitary tooth in a gummy
mouth? The Red Road flats have created problems almost from the start.
Built in the mid-1960s to rehouse those from the slums, they were designed
by architect Sam Bunton, who had dreamed of creating Manhattan-style
skyscrapers and vigorously defended his use of steel frames and asbestos
fireproofing in the letters pages of this newspaper. Blighted from their early
years by vandalism, crime, drugs and violence, and by the health hazards
posed by asbestos, they became notorious in the 1990s as a parking lot for
asylum-seekers, a period marked by the Home Office’s cruel dawn raids.
That windows were swaddled in netting to prevent suicides tells its own
story. Even so, in 2010 the Serykh family from Russia - father, mother, and
son - ripped off the netting, and jumped to their deaths. As Robina Qureshi,
director of Positive Action in Housing, said: “Those flats were not meant for
human beings. They were just great big filing cabinets of humans living in
misery or despair.” If the blocks are uninhabitable and cannot be renovated,
of course they should be demolished. So too the remaining tower, and its
inhabitants rehoused. Interestingly, concerns are already being raised about
the dangers posed by bringing down five blocks at once. For that reason
alone, such a process should be a quiet affair. Safety aside, razing buildings
that carry so much history, and unhappy stories, is like a family funeral. It
is a time for private mourning and reflection, not hoopla and pyrotechnics.
The person being buried may have caused a great deal of trouble in their
lifetime, but that doesn’t mean everything about them was bad or that
one should dance on their grave. Instead, it’s a time for contemplation, for
reassessing one’s own behaviour as well as that of the deceased. Staging
the demolition as an entertainment, like a public hanging in a bygone age, is
apparently the idea of the Commonwealth Games creative team led by US
events company Jack Morton Worldwide. This firm arranges London’s New
Year’s Eve fireworks and events such as the 2004 Olympics, and previous
Commonwealth Games. The blame, though, is not theirs. That lies firmly with
Glasgow City Council and whoever gave it the go-ahead. Like the Red Road
flats themselves, some ideas should never leave the drawing board.
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Research Scotland provides high
quality, practical social research and
support across Scotland led by Katy
MacMillan and Tara McGregor.
We are leaders in research related to
equality, inequality and disadvantage.
We undertake research and
evaluations, and provide support and
advice to organisations.
We also provide coaching, mentoring
and improvement services. Tara
McGregor, our qualified coach, leads
this service.
Weʼd love to chat to you about our
work. Please get in touch with Katy
MacMillan or Tara McGregor

Myrtle Park Glasgow  G
katy.macmillan researchscotland.org
tara.mcgregor researchscotland.org

We believe in fairness
and equality, respect and
acceptance, dignity and
pride – without exception.

Affordable Housing
Attractive Neighbourhoods
Community Focused
119 Main Street ❘ Ayr ❘ KA8 8BX

01292 880 120
www.ayrshirehousing.org.uk

Congratulations to everyone at Positive Action in housing for all your
hard work in 2015.
Care and Repair Scotland is the national co-ordinating body for Care and Repair
in Scotland. Our company objective is to ensure that the Care and Repair
movement is sustainable for the future and able to develop its role helping older
and disabled people to live in comfort and safety in their own community.
Care and Repair Scotland
135 Buchanan Street
Glasgow G1 2JA
T: 0141 221 9879
E: enquiries@careandrepairscotland.co.uk
W: www.careandrepairscotland.co.uk

Helping you live at home

Barony is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing
Barony, Canal Court, 40 Craiglockhart Avenue,
Edinburgh EH14 1LT
Tel: 0345 140 7777 Fax: 0131 443 9674
Email: info@baronyha.org.uk
Website: www.baronyha.org.uk

Barony is a trading name of Barony Housing Association Ltd, a registered
Scottish charity (SCO16030) registered with the Scottish Housing
Regulator (HEP69) and also under the Co-operative and Community
Benefit Societies Act 2014 No. 1684RS



Nanette J Reid, BEM, FLAIR spokesperson,
said: FLAIR has a long and successful track
record of joint working. We work to ensure
continuous improvement to services for our
tenants across Renfrewshire and
East Renfrewshire. We’d like to add our
support to Positive Action in Housing’s
Annual Review and important work carried
out within our sector.

Barrhead HA – 0141 881 0638
Bridgewater HA - 0141 812 2237
Linstone HA – 01505 382383
Paisley South HA – 0141 889 7105
Williamsburgh HA – 0141 887 8613



Elderpark Housing Association

Offering attractive property at affordable rent
Factoring Service to owner occupiers
Welfare Rights Service
Polish Translation Service
Community Events
Contact: Elderpark Housing Association, 31 Garmouth Street, Glasgow
T: 0141 440 2244 F: 0141 445 5345
Email: admin@elderpark.org www.elderpark.org
Registered Scottish Charity No: SCO32823 Property Factor Registered No: PF000197

BUILD IT

BRAND IT

REPORT IT

DEBATE IT

SERVE IT

NAVIGATE IT

Home to around 30,000 students from 135 different
countries, City of Glasgow College has a diverse and
friendly college community with a great atmosphere
around all our campuses.
City of Glasgow College has a wide range of specialist
courses which are continually updated to meet
employer’s needs and those of our partner universities to
ensure you achieve your full potential.

For more information:
• visit our website www.cityofglasgowcollege.ac.uk
• tel: 0141 566 6222

Believe it. Achieve it.
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Provanhall Housing Association would
like to congratulate Positive Action in
Housing for all of its good work throughout
the year, and wishes it continuing success
in the year to come.
Provanhall Housing Association,
34 Conisborough Road, Easterhouse,
Glasgow, G34 9QD. 0141 771 494.
Email: info@provanhallha.org.uk
www.provanhallha.org.uk.
Charity Number SCO37762.










Dunbritton Housing Association is pleased to
support Positive Action in Housing.



We are a locally based social landlord with properties for rent
and shared ownership in Alexandria, Dumbarton and
Helensburgh & Lomond.
We support a number of community groups and projects
throughout our areas of operation, including youth outreach,
community facilities and local employment & training schemes.



1st Floor, 32 High Street, Dumbarton, G82 1LL
Tel: 01389 761486 Fax: 01389 730067
e-mail: admin@dunbritton.org.uk
website: www.dunbritton.org.uk
Dunbritton is a Scottish charity, No: SC036518.

PROUD TO BE
QUEENS CROSS
Excellent housing,
vibrant communities.
Queens Cross Housing Association 45 Firhill Road, Glasgow G20 7BE
Telephone: 0141-945 3003

Website: www.qcha.org.uk Email: contactus@qcha.org.uk
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"Blochairn Housing
Association is delighted to
support the work of Positive
Action in Housing”.
1 Blochairn Road
Glasgow G21 2ED
Office: 0141 553 1601

Lifelink provide stress management and counselling
services to youth, communities and businesses, our
vision is that everyone we work with is healthier and
happier wherever they live work and learn.

Lifelink Update

Lifelink has recently moved and our head office is now
situated in the Ibrox area of Glasgow at Melisa House,
3 Brand Place, Glasgow, G51 1DR.
Weʼve gone through a process of rebranding and can
now reveal our new logos and marketing materials – to
receive new leaflets please contact
rhonaphilp@lifelink.org.uk. Our new website will go live
in the next couple of weeks (www.lifelink.org.uk) but
our number has stayed the same! To find out more or
make a referral call us on 0141 552 4434.

Greater Pollok
Citizens’ Advice Bureau

‘Working in partnership with
Positive Action in Housing since 2006’
We are pleased to support PAiH in their work and look
forward to a continued successful partnership in the
provision of quality housing to our customers.
Cadder Housing Association
66 Skirsa Street
Cadder
G23 5BA
Tel: 0141 945 3282
E-mail: enquiry@cadderhousing.co.uk
Fax: 0141 948 0163
Website: www.cadderha.co.uk
Cadder Housing Association is a
3rd Party Reporting Centre

Providing advice & information services that are:
 Free
 Confidential
Council Tax
Issues
Consumer
 Independent
Issues
 Impartial
Services delivered by

Housing &
Evicons Issues

Debt &
Money
Advice

- drop-in sessions
- appointments
- home visits
Representaon at
Benefit Appeals
E mployment
Advice

Fuel Poverty
Advice &
Assistance

B enefit Advice &
Applicaons

You can find us at: Pollok /civic Realm, 27 Cowglen Road, Pollok, G53 6EW
Specialist Appointments Monday - Wednesday - Friday 9.15am - 4.30pm
Tuesday— Thursday Drop- in sessions 9.15am- 5.00pm
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SCOTLAND

SCOTTISH HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS
& CO-OPS BRANCH
The union for Scotland’s Housing Association staff
The Housing Branch of UNITE has 1,200 members and negotiates over salaries, conditions and other
employment issues in the Scottish Housing Association movement. The union campaigns for more public
funding for social rented housing and works with tenants and committees to achieve this aim.
UNITE is Britainʼs biggest trade union – a democratic union with progressive policies and a global vision
To join or for more information contact Regional Organiser Allan Cameron – allan.cameron@unitetheunion.org
Branch Chair – Amanda McGinley - 67amcg@gmail.com
UNITE the UNION, John Smith House,
145-165 West Regent Street, Glasgow, G2 4RZ

250 Peat Road, Glasgow, G53 6SA
Tel: 0141 881 0595 Fax: 0141 881 4293
email: admin@rosehillhousing.co.uk
www.rosehillhousing.co.uk

Rosehill is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing

Glen strives to be a forward looking,
professional and approachable
provider of good quality housing,
working with others to create
attractive communities that people
want to and can afford to, live in

We are pleased to support the
work of PAIH Ltd

Continuing to support
Positive Action in Housing

The Regional
Networks wish
PAIH every
success

Your regional representatives are working with the Scottish
Government on a range of policy issues.

Are you interested in finding out more?
Please visit
www.regionalnetworks.org.uk

Southside Housing Association
is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing
Southside House
135 Fifty Pitches Road
Glasgow G51 4EB

Sign up for our fortnightly briefing

www.localpeopleleading.net

Advising clients with
housing or financial
problems?
If you’re dealing with clients with housing or financial
problems, you’ll be all too aware of the impact welfare
reforms have had.
ScotWRAS supports frontline staff with free advice on
housing, benefits and debt, to help lessen the effects of
benefit changes to your clients.
To speak to one of our housing or debt advisors call
0344 515 1310 or email us at scotwras@shelter.org.uk
Or for help with benefits rights advice call 0141 552 0552
or email at advice@cpagscotland.org.uk
ScotWRAS is a joint partnership between Shelter Scotland and Child Poverty Action
Group in Scotland, funded by SLAB

RH7888. Registered charity in England and Wales (263710) and in Scotland (SC002327)

Tel: 0141 422 1112
Fax: 0141 424 3327
E-mail: enquiries@southside-ha.co.uk
Web: www.southside-ha.org

www.sfha.co.uk

The Scottish Federation of Housing Associations
(SFHA) is the national representative body for
Scotland's housing associations and
co-operatives.
The SFHA exists to support the work of housing
associations and co-operatives through positive
influence on Government policy and promotion
of the work of its members. The Federation
provides its members with information and
good practice advice.

www.sfha.co.uk Twitter @sfha_hq
Facebook SFHA - We’re Housing Scotland

We’re Housing Scotland

Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid are seeking to recruit suitably
experienced, qualified and skilled women to join our
Board of Directors.

The role of the Director is unpaid but not without reward. This is a unique opportunity for women from
diverse backgrounds who have expertise, time and commitment to join the Board of Directors in order
to provide strategic guidance and leadership to support the current collective management team in the
future development of the organisation.

We are keen to recruit women who have experience and knowledge of working with vulnerable women,
children and young people from minority ethnic communities who have experienced domestic abuse,
forced marriage and honour based violence. We have identified skills and experience required
including: Operational and Strategic Development; Financial Management; Human Resource
Management; An understanding of Legal Systems and Processes and how they affect women from
marginalised communities.
Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid is an Equal Opportunities Employer and positively welcomes applications
from women from all sections of the community. Only women need apply under Schedule 9, Part 1 of
the Equality Act 2010. Successful applicants will be subject to PVG checks.

Applications are available in writing and/or collection from Hemat Gryffe Women’s
Aid, Flat 0/1, 24 Willowbank Street, Glasgow G3 6LZ By Telephone 0141 353 0859
Via Email womensaid@hematgryffe.org.uk or Web: www.hematgryffe.org.uk

Positive Action in Housing began twenty years ago.
We are a Scottish based charity (SC027577) with a Europe-wide reach, working with
people, communities and non-profit organisations to enable everyone to have an
equal chance to live, work and grow, free from poverty, homelessness or racism.
We offer free advice, information and practical support in order to help rebuild and
stabilise lives. We pro-actively welcome refugees in Europe and those seeking
asylum from war torn countries.

We provide volunteering and sessional work opportunities. We inform social policy
from a user-led perspective. We deliver training and best practice.
We lead human rights campaigns and humanitarian appeals, most recently for
refugees trying to reach Europe. We routinely highlight individual injustices to
increase public awareness. We persistently challenge the xenophobic rhetoric
directed at refugees by government bodies.
To continue this work with autonomy, we depend on the support of government,
charitable trusts, our members and individuals, trade unions and academic bodies.
Positive Action in Housing is independent of any political group, religious creed,
ideology or economic faction.
To make a regular donation to our work, go to www.paih.org/makearegulardonation

Positive Action in Housing 98 West George Street Glasgow G2 1PJ
T: 0141 353 2220 F: 0141 353 3882 E: home@paih.org W: www.paih.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/paihltd Twitter: @positiveactionh
Scottish Charity No: SC027577 Company limited by guarantee 158867

Designed and printed by blu-print. Thank you to all our advertisers for making this year’s report possible.

We run a free, confidential and impartial housing advice service. We provide money
advice and financial skills. We support migrants in the UK to gain the necessary
paperwork to secure employment, self-employment and stabilise their lives.
We run an Emergency Hardship Fund for those in greatest need. We provide free
shelter for destitute refugees and their families through 2,100 plus refugee hosts
across the UK and Europe through our pioneering refugee hosting scheme
Room for Refugees.

